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Ss {N=168) were described on the following variables:

academic perform-

ance, career interest areas, educational plans, family background,
extracurricular activities, SHS accomplishments, personal characteristics,
characteristics of socialization settings, effects of socialization
agents,

and past sport-related activities.

Measures utilized were ACT

academic tests, ACT Interest Inventory and Student Profile Section, and
a locally developed questionnaire.

Data were presented using the SPSS

one-way frequency distribution and x2 and t-test comparisons between
majors and other SDSU students.

Findings were that majors ranked lower

than other SDSU students on all ACT academic scores.
-

Majors participated

chiefly in athletics and intramurals in SHS and college.

A love of

movement, a desire to work with youth, and a desire to work with people
)

rather than things were reported as highly important reasons for
entering PE by at least 73% of the majors.
and communities under 2,000.

Most (57%) came from farms

The coach/physical educator, father,

mother, and college teacher were reported as strong influences on the
decision to enter PE.

Most majors had teaching (92%), sport ' leadership

{97%), or non-school, non-sport leadership (85%) experiences.

The

level of participating in, attending, viewing, discussing, reading
about, and listening to sport increased from the ELE to JH/SHS age.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Humans are complex beings with many facets and abilities.

They

can think, remember, communicate, create, choose, and feel emotions to
name a few.

To better understand humans, great effort has been spent

studying their behavior.

As a result of this intense interest in human

behavior, researchers have devised numerous psychological and sociological measures.

These measures have attempted to describe attitudes,

personality, past experiences, or the influences of human interaction.
The results of such measures have led to the formation of behavioral
theories.

These theories have sought to provide man with an

understanding of his behavior.
Evidence of behavioral study can be found by reviewing existing
research.

For example, Mead (1937) described the competitive and

cooperative habits of thirteen primitive cultures.

Bandura and Walters

(1963) analyzed the effects of modelling and social reinforcement on
children•s

moral judgements.

Sutton-Smith, Roberts, and Kozelka (1963)

studied the types of games adults engaged in.
Each of the previous studies has dealt with a specific
population--primitive cultures, children, or adults.

Another special

group that has been studied is university students.

Along with univer-

sities themselves, various organizations (e.g., American Council on
Education, American College Testing Program, Educational Testing
Service) have devoted considerable effort to the study of students.
For example, Moore (1977) questioned 2-year college students to determine student characteristics and factors which influence career
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decisions.

Through a questionnaire developed by the Educational

Testing Service, Northby (1970) studied the change in attitudes,
interests, and values of students during their four years at the
University of Connecticut.

In the area of physical education, Pooley

(1971) investigated the effects of psychological and

~ociological

variables on the professional socialization of physical education students.
It seems reasonable that this type of student research would be
done, especially in the area of socialization.

This conclusion is

based on the evidence supplied by socialization theory and research.
This evidence suggests that various socialization factors (the
environment, past experiences, and human interaction) influence
behavior.

Evidence also suggests that socialization effects hold true

for many groups of people, but evidence is scarce regarding socialization effects on the special population of physical education students.
However, before determining how socialization affects subsequent behavior, it must be known which socialization factors appear
to affect behavior and which do not.

To discover which factors affect

behavior the descriptive method is utilized.
seeks to discover what is (Borg &Gall, 1979).

The descriptive method
Moreover, descriptive

research in this area can be a basis for educated guesses or hypotheses
about how socialization takes place, which are usually studied via the
causal-comparative, correlational, and experimental methods.
Regarding physical education students, little research has
described the socialization factors in their lives--their past
experiences, environment, and interaction with others.

If such

knowledge was available, it could provide a basis for understanding how

3

socialization works in their lives, why it occurs, and how to best
supplement changes in their behavior, if such changes are indeed
desired.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to describe selected sociodemographic characteristics of South Dakota State University undergraduate physical education majors.
Significance of the Study
At present little is known about the socio-demographic characteristics of South Dakota State University•s physical education majors-their personal characteristics and past experiences, their interests,
their future career plans, major influences on their choices, and other
characteristics.
However, there is substantial evidence concerning the personality characteristics of physical education students and teachers.
Gruber and Perkins (1978) studied the personality traits of women physical education majors and non-majors.

Ruffer (1976a) (1976b) studied

personality traits of undergraudate physical education students using
the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire.

Widdop and Widdop (1975)

compared the personality traits of female teacher education students
and physical education students.

Rider (1973) studied the personality

traits of physical education teachers and majors.
In sociology, the concept of socialization lends credence to the
idea that socio-demographic characteristics and influences will affect
behavior.

Socialization theory and research also support the signifi-

cance of these influences on behavior.
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Consequently, there appears to be a need for studies that
center not on personality description, but on those things suggested by
socialization theory and research, namely past experiences, influences,
and decisions that could contribute to one's personality and future
decisions.
Pertinent Questions
In considering the socio-demographic characteristics of these
majors, it is necessary to specify in more detail the variables that
will be studied.

These will be listed below in the form of pertinent

questions that will be asked of the majors.
Socio-demographic and personal characteristics.
What are the students' personal characteristics?
What is an estimate of their academic ability?
What are their reading and study habits?
What were their high school out-of-class accomplishments?
What high school extracurricular activities did they engage in?
What are their college extracurricular activities?
Have they enjoyed their past physical education classes?
What vocational interests do they have?
When did they decide to major in physical education and how long was
the decision contemplated?
For what reasons did they go to college and enter their major?
What are the students' and their parents' attitudes toward a college
education and the choice of physical education as a major?
What career plans did/do they have?

5

Characteristics of socialization settings.
What characteristics do their socialization settings have (family, ·
school, and community)?
The perceived influence of socialization agents.
What is the perceived influence of socialization agents (family, school
personne 1 , peers)?
Past sport and sport-related activities.
What teaching, leading, and officiating roles have they occupied in the
past?
In what sports and physical activities have they participated in?
To what degree have they consumed sport (attended, watched, listened
to, read about, and discussed it)?
Scope
The subjects of this study were South Dakota State University
(SDSU) undergraduate physical education majors (N=l68) enrolled during
the Spring semester, 1981.

Variables to be examined are students'

interests, background, accomplishments, educational plans, goals,
activities, and American College Testing (ACT) academic scores.

This

data was collected by using ACT academic tests and the ACT Interest
Inventory and Student Profile Section.

Other socio-demographic

variables were described through a locally developed questionnaire.
Variables included personal characteristics, characteristics of
socialization settings, the influence of socialization agents, factors
affecting educational and career choices, and past sport and sportrelated activities.
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Limitations
The conditions under which the ACT Interest Inventory and
Student Profile Section (liSPS) were given were not controlled.

The

students were allowed to complete these forms on their own with no
supervision, therefore conditions could have varied little or greatly.
Approximately two-thirds of the socio-demographic questionnaires were
also completed without supervision.
A second limitation concerns response accuracy.

The accuracy of

the responses to all questionnaire items is affected by the respondent's
ability to remember past experiences and the respondent's willingness
to give truthful, thoughtful answers.
The ACT data are gathered on approximately 61 percent of both
physical education majors and other South Dakota State University
students.

This sample might not have been random.

There might have

been differences between those who chose to respond to the ACT
questionnaire and those who didn't.

This is of concern when judging the

validity of the statistical analyses used.
Definition of Tenns
When used in this study, these terms will have the following
meanings:
Socialization.

11

Socialization refers to the sum total of _past

experiences an individual has had which, in turn, may be expected to
play some role in shaping his future social behavior .. (Inkeles, 1969,
p. 615).

Socio-demographic.

Socio-demographic refers to a combination

of social and demographic factors.

Socio-demographic factors include

r)
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personal, social, economic, educational, geographic, and socialization
factors.
tause. "A cause is a physical or moral force which brings about
a certain result.

An effect is the certain result of a specific cause"

{Finney, 1976, p. 428).
Influence.

In human behavior, an influence is a persuasion to

act in a particular manner.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Each year across the nation, colleges, universities, and their
respective departments study the students they serve.

The information

gathered on these students could be academic ability, past experiences,
or attitudes.

Such information can serve many purposes.

For example,

academic information can be used to measure academic ability, predict
college success, and aid students in planning future educational and
career goals.
o~ganizations

The American College Testing (ACT) Program and other
provide such data.

Student information can also be used to compare student responses to like questions.
college, or nation.

Comparisons can be made within a department,

These comparisons can point out similarities and

differences between groups of students.

In one example, Fidler (1980)

compared University of South Carolina students within the university's
colleges as well as to nat1onal norms.
Schaffer (1963) demonstrated another use of student informa tion.

He identified and evaluated various factors which influence men

to major in physical education.
cal education
socialization.

major~

Similarly, Pooley (1971) studied physi-

to determine elements of their professional

Pooley also emphasized the use of student information

for planning school curriculums.

Pooley stated that if curriculums are

to be innovative, students' unique background skills and experiences
need to be considered.
In addition to academic data on students entering college, the
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ACT Program provides information on student interests and background
characteristics, which can be useful to colleges, universities, and
the students who attend these institutions.

This information can help

students assess their interests, skills, and goals as well as help universities better counsel and advise these students.

This information

can also serve as a general description of the type of student a department or university has.
Much of this descriptive research has been done on university
students as a single population.

However, little research has de-

scribed what physical education majors are like and what sociodemographic characteristics they possess.

The following review of

socialization and socialization theories provides a basis for studying
factors which might have influenced these majors.

Factors include the

environment, past experiences, and other people.

Socialization, demo-

graphic, and similar studies are also reviewed.

The evidence provided

by these studies strongly suggests that socialization does take place
and that socio-demographic variables do influence behavior.
vides evidence that describing these variables is worthwhile.
fore, the present study is an attempt to:

This proThere-

(1) describe variables that

have appeared to influence behavior, and (2) provide descriptive data
that has previously been scarce or non-existent.
What follows, then, is a discussion of the concept of socialization, socialization approaches or theories, studies of socialization
and demographic influence, studies that are similar to the present one,
and finally a summary of the review of literature.
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Socialization
Socialization refers to the influence that the physical
environment, past experiences, and other people have on a person•s present social behavior.

In discussing the process of socialization,

Zigler and Child (1969) see two issues that greatly affect how one
views socialization.

The first issue is whether humans are active or

passive (free or caused) agents in their behavior.
whether humans are good or evil in nature.

The second issue is

These issues will now be

discussed.
How Socialization Takes Place
Some authors see the socialization process as one of cause and
effect.

They emphasize the environment as a determinant or cause of

behavior.

In one example Cowell (1960) states,

11

There must be some

cause and effect laws in the way human beings behave just as there are
cause and effect laws in the way steel, rubber, or the atom behaves ..
( p. 286).

Watson's views, expressed through his behavioristic approach,
also follow this idea.

Watson declared that man, when presented with

an adequate stimulus, must respond to that stimulus.
Watson sees no difference between man and animals.

Most people

think of themselves as animals, but comprising something more.
ing to Watson, this something more is the problem.

Accord-

It includes things

like religion, life hereafter, morals, and love of children, parents,
and one•s country.

Man should be described in no different terms than

those used in describing the actions of an animal (Watson, 1966).
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In another work Watson (1928) described man as so malleable
that he could be made a thief, gunman, or dope fiend.

There are

endless ways that man could be shaped and made to behave.

In short,

the environment is the cause of behavior.
The logical conclusion of this thinking is that man is not
free, as Skinner maintained.
free is

essent~al

Skinner thought the idea that man is not

to applying the scientific method to human behavior.

The concept of a free man, who is responsible for his outward behavior,
is only a prescientific substitute for the causes that are discovered
through scientific analysis.

These other causes are ones that lie out-

side the individual (Skinner, 1953).
Skinner adds that these outside causes make people behave as
they do.

Therefore, logically, people are not responsible for their

actions and blaming or praising them is useless.

Again, the environ-

ment produces the individual.
On the other hand, some authors see humans as inherently free,
as able to choose, and as not caused to act by their environment.

For

example, Bandura (1977) emphasized the role of self-regulatory processes in his description of social learning theory.

A person can

choose, organize, and change stimuli he is confronted with; he is not
just reacting to external determinants.

However, Bandura further states

that humans can exert only some influence on their behavior.

Humans

are neither the slave of their environment nor free agents who can do
whatever they wish.

Man's own choices and the environment are recipro-

cal determinants of each other.
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Also supporting the idea that humans are free is Clausen
(1968), who states that socialization implies that the individual
willingly complies to his particular group's or society's ways.

In

fact, society exists because individuals adjust their behavior to the
expectations of others.

People cooperate to achieve a stable unity.

They acknowledge and at least partially conform to social or group
norms.

It is obvious that there is not complete conformity to these

norms, which reveals that people can choose among various actions,
create and live out their own goals, and change their world.

They are

their own agents.
Further backing is given by Hobbs (1979).

Hobbs sees that

while people are influenced by their culture and environment, they are
not determined or caused to act by this environment.

If people can

choose between good and evil, then they can never be totally predicted.
Since a main tenet of science is its ability to predict, much of human
behavior is excluded from scientific study.
Viktor Frankl (1959), in his experiences in Auschwitz's Nazi
concentration camp, saw man's freedom expressed in even the harshest
circumstances.

The concentration camp was like a testing ground where

Frankl saw some people behave like swine while others behaved like
saints.

Man has the potential to behave like either one, within the

limits of endowment and environment.

Whichever state is achieved

depends on decisions, not conditions.
Zigl~r

and Child's second concern, whether humans are good or

evil, hinges on the preceding discussion.

If people are free and not

caused, then good and evil conduct results from choices that are made.
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If people are caused to behave as they do, good and evil have no meaning
and, as Skinner has already said, blaming or praising people is useless.
The preceding discussion is very relevant to the present study.
How one views man's nature will determine how one views the sociodemographic variables that are described.

These variables will be seen

either as causes of behavior or as influences.
The definitions of cause (determinant) and influence in the
definition section will clarify their usage in this study.

In the

description of socialization approaches which follows, some authors
seemed to use the terms interchangeably.

This researcher has

interpreted their usage as best as can be done from studying these
authors' positions.
Approaches to the Study of Socialization
Many approaches and theories have been put forth that seek to
describe socialization.

Some approaches describe how the process actu-

ally happens, or what factors or persons seem to be the most significant.

Other approaches describe when the process is most influential.

Some approaches describe it as a process occurring in certain developmental stages.

One approach emphasizes heredity, one environment, and

one choices.
Regardless of its content, these apprdaches and theories have
a common goal--discovering the how and why of human behavior.

Super

(1957) perceived this when he described a theory as an attempt to
explain interrelationships between groups of facts or observations
through general statements or explanations.

37442 S

In fact, whenever people
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see an event occur, ask how or why it happened, and then seek an
answer, they have begun to theorize.

The challenge is then to find

the truth--to be able to fully explain all events or relationships by
the theory, if such is possible.
What follows is a brief description of three socialization
theories or approaches.

These three approaches have been chosen

because socialization research substantiates most elements of these
approaches.

Also, the present study has been limited to socio-

demographic variables, and the following approaches describe three
types of variables and the processes by which the variables could have
affected SDSU's physical education majors.
Social Learning Theory
Social learning theory has been an area of much discussion and
investigation.

A number of variations have developed as these

sions and investigations proceeded.

Three prominent variations

discuswill

be discussed in the following review of social learning theory.
One variation contains an emphasis on the stimulus-response
process.

Drive or tension reduction, rewards and punishments, and

external reinforcement for behavior are key elements.

Other variables

considered are the needs of a person, his motives, and his expectancies.
Prominent proponents of this variation are Miller and Dollard, Sears,
Maccoby, Levin, Whiting, and Child (Zigler &Child, 1969}.
In another variation, Bijou and Baer (1967} describe a more
mechanistic approach, based on the ideas of Skinner.

Social behavior

is seen as developing as a result of past reinforcements rather than
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through free choices.

The relative effect of reinforcements is

affected by how much they satisfy a person.
Still another variation has been described in the work of
In his theory, Bandura emphasizes the roles of

Bandura (1977).

self-regulatory, vicarious, and symbolic processes.

Proposed in the

theory is the idea that people's self-regulatory processes are central.
People themselves are seen as principal agents of their actions and
changes in behavior.
side stimuli, as

i~

They are viewed as not merely responding to outemphasized in Skinner's views.

People make choices

from alternatives, organize thoughts and weigh consequences and
motives.

Bandura qualifies this by stating that through their choices

and resulting consequences people have some influence on their own
behavior.

Personal, behavioral, and environmental influences are

reciprocal; each affects the operation of the other.

For example, an

SDSU physical education major chooses to read one of many books, and
hence, that selected book influences that person's future thoughts and
actions.

Therefore, a person is not considered a slave of outside

influence nor a free agent who can do all that he wishes.
Vicarious processes are a second major aspect of Bandura•s
approach.

These vicarious experiences are classified as both direct

and observed.

Direct learning occurs as a person participates in an

activity and experiences the consequences.

Sometimes this direct

learning is by trial and error.
However, learning by observation allows one to acquire a large
repertoire of behavior patterns and avoid trial and error.

Much can be

learned by a sports participant who observes a professional athlete's
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technique and attitude.

Also, much is taught culturally by models who

demonstrate behavior patterns.

For example, a child, by listening to

his parents discuss, can discover and imitate the attitudes they hold.
Bandura and McDonald (1963} offer evidence that substantiate this
effect, which is called modeling.

Their study dealt with the effect

modelling and social reinforcement had on children's moral judgments.
In the study one group observed a model expressing moral judgments
counter to their own and were reinforced when they adopted the model's
views.

A second group observed models but were not reinforced for

agreeing with the model's judgment.

The third group saw no models but

were reinforced when they made moral judgments counter to their former
tendencies.

These three treatments produced significant changes in the

children's moral judgments, with modeling influences being more effective in changing responses.
Generally, then, models serve as examples, and from them an
observer sees how certain behaviors are performed and can use this
observed behavior as a guide for future action.
It is not only helpful to understand how modeling works, but
which factors affect the modeling process.

Bronfenbrenner (1970}

lists seven characteristics of models that will affect modeling
outcomes.
1.

As a model's competence status and control over resources

increases, so does potency as a model.
2.

Nurturing or rewarding behavior by the model will tend to

increase the influence of the model.
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3.

Those who are main sources of control and support in a

child's everyday life, such as parents, playmates, and older children
and adults are more effective models.
4.

The model's power increases to the degree that the model is

perceived as similar to the observer.
5.

Several models exhibiting like behavior are more influential

than one.
6.

The model's potency is increased when the model's behavior

is prominent in a group to which the observer belongs or aspires to
belong.
7.

The observed consequences of a model's behavior strongly

influence the power of the model to induce actual observer imitation.
Symbolic processes are a third aspect of Bandura's social '
learning approach.

Bandura states that humans can use symbols to

represent experiences, to analyze their own experiences, to communicate
by speaking, writing, or touching, to organize and plan, create,
imagine, or foresee.
Beyond these three basic aspects, Bandura and Walters (1963)
also emphasize the role of reinforcement, either direct or observed.
Bandura and Walters do not see reinforcement as a central factor in
eliciting new responses from individuals, but as very important in
strengthening and maintaining behaviors that are already present.
is accomplished by positive verbal and material rewards.
can be manipulated by various schedules.

This

These rewards

There has been much research

on the relative effects of continuous and intermittent schedules on
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eliciting, maintaining, and eliminating response patterns.

Bandura and

Walters go on to detail five ways behavior can be changed through reinforcement, which are (1) extinction - by removing a positive reinforcement, (2) counterconditioning - eliciting responses opposite of feararousing stimuli, (3) positive reinforcement -the use of rewards to
strengthen a response, (4) social imitation - providing people with
models they can emulate, and (5) discrimination learning - using positive reinforcers to reward desired acts and negative reinforcers to
punish undesirable acts.
However, Bandura (1977) maintains that there is little evidence
these reinforcers are automatically effective.
for them as informative and motivational.

He sees more evidence

He prefers to think that

consequences regulate rather than reinforce behavior.
Within the realm of social learning approaches, Greendorfer
(1974) has described a model that is different although not contradictory to that of Bandura.

This model, as expressed in Figure 1

(Greendorfer, 1974, p. 18) includes the factor of personal attributes,
which coincides generally with Bandura's self-regulatory process.

The

remaining two factors, significant others and socialization situations,
are agents or means by which Bandura's processes take place.

The

second factor, significant others, are usually family members, relatives, peers, teachers, coaches, neighbors, and other adults.

Signifi-

cant others also include reference groups, which will be described
separately in this review.

The third factor, social situations or

social structures, can include the family, school groups, peer groups,
sport teams, work groups, social and economic class, ethnic background,
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PERSONAL
ATTRIBUTES

SIGNIFICANT
ROLE LEARNING
OTHERS

SOCIALIZATION
SITUATIONS

Figure 1.

The three elements of the role learning model.
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geographic location, demographic factors, and the political, religious,
and cultural structure of a person's environment.
Social Role Theory
It was stated that social learning theory was an area of much
discussion and investigation, and so it is with the social role theory.
Social role approach would probably be a better term, since its authors
have not as yet developed a general theoretical framework.
Within the social role approach lie a number of concepts about
society and the individual and how the two interact.
that society is made up of various statuses.

One concept is

A status is a position in

society that has various expectations and obligations.

For example, a

father has the obligation to love and provide for his famnily and the
expectation to receive respect and love in return.

Statuses can b

ascribed, such as sex or age, or achieved, such as occupational.
Attached to a status is a set of expected behaviors or roles,
which include habits, beliefs, attitudes, and motives.

These roles can

be very general, as a citizen or voter, or more specific, as a teacher
or mother.
sport roles.

Roles associated with this study fall under the category of
Kenyon and McPherson (1973) have developed two categories

of sport roles.

Some people actively participate in sports (primary

involvement roles), others consume sport

dire~tly

as spectators,

indirectly via the mass media, or produce sport (secondary involvement
roles) (see Figure 2).

These sport roles are further affected by the

types of sports the roles belong to.

For example, sports differ in

kind, they are gamelike, expressive, competitive, or non-competitive.
Some require aggressive enotional behavior, others require delicate
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Figure 2.

Some social roles as sociated with primary and secondary modes of sport involvement.

.......
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controlled movement.

These different kinds of sports affect the sport

roles that are taken.
There are different types of role behavior.

Deutsch and Kraus

(1965) define three types of role behavior a person could perform.

One

is a prescribed role, or the way others expect a person to behave in
certain situations.

These others could be family, peers, or teachers.

The expectations are called norms.

A subjective role is the expec-

tations a person sees as applicable to himself.

An enacted role is a

person•s actual behavior when interacting with others.
The concept, expectation, has occurred in both status and role
definitions.
widely.

These expectations, from others or ourselves, can vary

They can be ambiguous or well defined.

For example, the

parent-child relationship usually has well · defined expectations.
Expectations can be congruent or conflicting.

For example, a teacher,

parent, and child may each have different ideas about proper pupil
behavior.

These would be conflicting expectations.

Also relating to expectations, Brim (1958) noticed that by
experience one can expect the way others will behave.

Using that know-

ledge, a person can predict other•s future expectations and reactions
to their own conduct.

This knowledge of other•s expectations can be

a factor in guiding a person•s own future role performance.
Another concept important to the understanding of role behavior
is that of self.

In a limited sense, self means a person can take an

outside position and look at his own thoughts, feelings, or actions,
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as if from a distance.

A person can see himself as uni.que, with indi-

vidual desires and values, and as having the ability to evaluate his
actions (Elkin, 1960; Deutsch &Kraus, 1965).
It can also be observed that other people have certain roles,
as well as a person himself having roles.

Even a child can see her

father has a certain role to perform, as does her mother, brothers,
sisters, and herself.

Children manifest their awareness of roles by

their actions and imitations.

They role-play.

play house with her dolls and baby carriage.

A little girl might
She will talk to the doll

as a mother _would and generally imitate a mother's role.

In such a

situation a little boy might act as a father, and wear his father's
coat and hat and mimic phrases common to his father.
imitate sport roles.

Children can also

A child might act out the mannerisms or attitudes

of a favorite sport hero.

And, as a child grows, other roles become

obvious, such as friend, teacher, or citizen.
This role-playing need not be so overt as just illustrated.

A

husband can predict what his wife will say when he comes home late by
putting himself in her position.

This action, whether overt or covert,

may not only be simply taking the role of another, but can become part
of one's own role performance.

In other words, by interacting, two

people can become like each other, as with a husband and wife or between close friends.

This process is called assimilation (Brim, 1958).

Brim (1958) suggests three reasons why this assimilation process takes place.

One, a person may observe another's successful behav-

ior and consciously try out that behavior in his own role.

If this

proves successful, there is a good chance the new behavior will be
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adopted.

Two, if a person•s own behavior fails in a new. situation,

instead of trying to develop new responses, he tries out the already
learned and available elements of another•s behavior.

Three, cues

which guide a person•s own role performance and cues that guide taking
the role of another may be difficult to differentiate.

Assimilation

may take place because of this inability to discriminate.

Also, when

a person interacts with two or more people, the characteristics of
models described by Bronfenbrenner under the social learning theory
will influence which characteristics a person might assimilate.
Now that some definitions and concepts equated with the social
role approach are clear, it must be known how these definitions and
concepts relate to socialization, the basic process which undergirds
them.

Elkin (1960) stated that one goal of role theory in regard to

socialization is to explain how a person functions within a system of
statuses.

A second goal is to find out how a person learns to recog-

nize status positions, knows and internalizes a status• expectations
and accompanying values, and acts out those roles that are appropriate
for him.
Elkin•s first goal was to explain how a person functions within
a system of statuses.
stood.

To reach this goal, man•s nature must be under-

However, among role theorists there are different views of

man•s nature.
Turner (1978) sees contemporary role theorists as concerned
with the ways individuals conform and adjust to status and role expectations.

In other words, people try to fit in with what already is--

with the norms, others, and reference groups which impact their lives.
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The individual is not seen as one who creatively or willfully changes
his social environment.

The individual is a conformer.

Deutsch and Kraus (1965), in their review of the social role
approach, mention a similar view by stating that the values and attitudes associated with various statuses and roles may be incorporated into
a person's personality and affect future behavior.

However, they add

that a person's own unique qualities may influence him to seek and
occupy certain statuses or roles.
personal goal or purpose.

This could be the result of some

Consequently, Deutsch and Kraus attribute a

degree of freedom to humans.
However, Elkin (1960) asserts that a person is never a passive
recipient of influences that come before him, but is an interpretive
agent.

It can be seen, then, that there are different views of man's

nature among role theory proponents.
According to Elkin (1960), role theory's second goal is to
explain how a person learns _to recognize status positions, knows and
internalizes a status• expectations, and acts out those roles appropriate to him.

Elkin does not answer this question directly but proposes

an agency through which a person's learning, knowing, and acting may
come about.

This agency is other people.

These other people can inform

a person about the roles and statuses of the society and generally
influence his behavior.

People to whom SDSU's physical education majors

developed an emotional attachment or detachment (respect, dislike, etc.)
could have exerted a significant influence, hence the term significant
other.
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These significant others can serve as teachers that influence a
person's attitudes, values, and behavior.
punishments.

They can teach by rewards and

When a person or child behaves in accord with the other's

wishes, a reward is given:

attention, praise, or gifts.

is not according to the other's wishes, punishment occurs:
of privileges, physical punishment, or reprimands.

When behavior
withdrawal

Similarly, Brim

{1958) emphasized that a person learns behavior appropriate to his
group position by interacting with other people who hold beliefs and
norms about what his role is and how he should enact it.
As in the social learning approach, learning can be direct.

To

teach children the rules and etiquette of baseball would be an example,
as would be training pupils in proper classroom and playground behavior.

Significant others can also teach norms and values and associate

them with roles.

To teach a child to say thank you when given a gift

by an adult, to not cheat at games, or to get family chores done on
time would relate to roles; to be polite to adults relates to being a
child, not cheating to being a sportsman, and getting family chores
done to being a son or daughter.
Elkin {1960) also emphasizes significant others as models which
a person observes.

A model can teach by actions and reactions, atti-

tudes, expressed feelings, or by the way relationships with others
are handled.

All these things can be observed by a person, imitated,

and identified with.
become socialized.

As a result, the observer has allowed herself to
It is the same modeling process described previously

under the social learning approach.
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Kenyon and McPherson (1973) group the influence -of significant
others under the term social systems.
the social role-social · system approach.

The approach they describe is
Social systems, such as the

family, school, church, or peer group, influence role learning.

More

specifically, each system can contribute to the sport role learning of
a person.
Kenyon and McPherson suggest a causal chain model can be established concerning the socialization process.

In the model, a role aspi-

rant already has a degree of role aptitude (cognitive and motoric).
The aspirant is influenced by each social situation and system that he
comes in contact with and thereby acquires a propensity for learning
the role in question.

This further motivates the role aspirant to

rehearse the role, which then leads to the learning of that role.

This

postulated model is seen in Figure 3 (Kenyon & McPherson, 1973, p.
308).

In propositional terms it can be stated thusly:
1.

The greater the role aptitude, the greater the system-

induced propensity for role learning.
2.

The greater the system-induced propensity for role learning

the greater the role rehearsal, and vice versa.
3.

The greater the propensity for role learning, the greater

the role learning, i.e., degree of socialization.

{Kenyon &

McPherson, 1973, p. 308)
Kenyon and McPherson go on to add a more detailed model that accounts
for each relevant social system and the time at which each system•s
influence occurs (see Figure 4) {Kenyon & McPherson, 1973, p. 309).

Role aptitude

-

,...

System-Induced
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role enactment

-

Role rehearsal

--

Role socialization

I
Figure 3.

Social role-social system model of socialization process.
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Figure 4.

Social role-social system two-stage model for sport socialization.
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Now that the specific relevant systems that affect the socialization process are seen, the sport relevant factors that operate in
the systems warrant consideration.

Factors considered are those likely

to induce a propensity for sport involvement.

The following elements

are proposed by Smelser (1963} as significant factors.
1.

Values - general ends or goals which guide behavior within

the system
2.

Norms - rules governing the pursuit of the goals or values

3.

Roles or Organizations- how individuals, motivated by

values, are organized into roles and organizations
4.

Situational facilities -means or obstacles which aid or

hinder the attainment of the goals or values at the system level
For example, in the family system there would be family values,
norms, roles, and situational facilities.

The learning, whether it be

by imitation, identification, or reinforcement, would be through the
above family factors.

If

th~

value of achievement was emphasized in a

family, this could contribute to learning sport roles where achievement
is a main ingredient.

This achievement value could dictate a family

norm of delegating family chores and expecting them to be done well and
on time.

The family usually has a set of roles that could foster this

achievement value:

father, mother, son, and daughter.

Finally,

situational facilities could be present, such as parents teaching their
children the importance of achievement and doing well, or giving children opportunities and situations in which achievement could be expressed
(i.e. household chores, encouraging sport involvement, or providing
sport equipment for the children to use).
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The foregoing is only one example of how these factors could
affect the propensity for sport involvement.

Peer, school, religious,

or community systems could also have been used.
Although some propositions describing the action of these sport
relevant factors would be specific to one system only, there appear to
be general propositions that would apply to most social systems that
affect sport socialization:
1.

The greater the similarity between the values associated

with sport and those associated with the institution system,
the greater the system-induced propensity for sport involvement.
2.

The more deliberate the socialization effort, the greater

the effect.
3.

The more the role learner is aware of the socialization

process, the greater the socialization.
4.

The greater the number of positive sanctions (and the

earlier they are applied) and the fewer the negative sanctions,
the greater the system-induced propensity for sport involvement.
Sa.

The greater the situational facilities (number and kind),

the greater the chances for success.
5b.

The earlier success is experienced, the greater the pro-

pensity for sport involvement.
5c.

As the degree of success increases, propensity for sport

involvement increases.

(Kenyon &McPherson, 1973, p. 312)

But social systems and sport relevant factors are not the only
things in a person's environment that can affect role learning.

Sewell

(1963) believes that the social structure regulates to a large degree
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the aspects of the culture that an individual will be exposed to.
exposure will affect what he will learn.

This

For example, if certain social

positions in the social structure are absent, it will be difficult for
a child to be socialized into those positions.

Another variable influ-

encing what is learned could be the particular culture or subculture in
which learning takes place.

Also, the personal characteristics of

people with whom a person interacts can affect what is learned.
Not only the structure of society, but the structure of
society's groups will influence role learning.

The size, age, sex,

power, and prestige of a group could all be factors influencing the
degree to which any two group members will interact.

In this way, the

group's structure may affect the interaction between group members,
which would affect the role learned by each member:

a person would

learn most thoroughly the role he himself plays and also the roles of
others with whom he most frequently interacts within the group (Brim,
1958).

This group could be the family, peer group, or school group.

Reference Group Approach
There is one more approach, considered a variant of the social
role approach, which remains to be considered.
group approach.

It is the reference

The reason it is considered a variant of the social

role approach is that instead of using a significant other or others as
factors influencing socialization, this approach centers on the
influence of a reference group.

Deutsch and Kraus (1965), in detailing

Robert Merton's reference group approach, define a reference group as a
group which someone uses as a basis for comparison for self-appraisal.
Kemper (1968) describes a reference group as a person or group which a
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person takes into account in the course of selecting a behavior from a
set of alternatives.

In both definitions, the group is referred to

when making decisions about one's own behavior.
Another group that must be considered is the membership group.
This is a group to which someone actually belongs.

A membership group

could act as a reference group, but not necessarily.

The same is true

of a non-membership group.
To further assist in understanding the reference group approach
is a knowledge of the characteristics of a group in general.
has the following elements:

A group

(1) individuals who interact with each

other according to established patterns, (2) interactors who see themselves as group members; they are conscious of being in the group, and
(3) a situation where others perceive these interactors as belonging to
a group.

Groups could have any number of members, from one to many.

If a group was considered only one individual, this reference individual would generally be seen as having several roles, as having more
roles than a role model.
positive or negative.

A group could also have different influences--

A positive reference group's norms and standards

would be adopted by a person as a frame of reference.
usually a positive reference group.
would be rejected.

A family is

A negative reference group's norms

An example would be an adolescent disobeying the .

standards of his parents.

Even in a negative reference group where the

norms are not adopted the person is still acting in reference to that
group (Deutsch & Kraus, 1965).
A consideration of types of reference groups will also aid in
understanding how reference groups affect a person's behavior.

Kemper
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{1968) explains three types of reference groups, their characteristics,

functions, and associated sanctions.
is a normative group.
values.

The first group Kemper describes

A normative group sets and maintains norms and

It defines the roles an individual is to assume.

It expects a

person to conform to its standards and makes these expectations known.
A person can either conform or go against these norms, but he acts in
reference to this group.
A normative group utilizes sanctions to see that the norms are
followed.

For misbehavior, punishments are used, and for proper behav-

ior, lack of punishments.

Norms are associated with moral rightness,

disobeying them is moral wrongness.

Public law and those who administer

it are an example of a normative group.
A second group Kemper mentions is a comparison group.
parison group exemplifies how a role is to be performed.
dard by which a person compares or evaluates himself.

A com-

It is a stan-

A comparison

group usually does not sanction behavior by rewards and punishments,
nor is there any anticipation for it from the actor.

A comparison

group provides a person with a frame of reference, which serves as a
basis for judgments about:

{1) the equity of one's fate.

For example,

a student could compare how her teacher treats her in relation to others
in the class.

{2) the legitimacy of one's actions and attitudes.

For

example, if most kids in the class cheated on their chemistry exam,
John's cheating must have been acceptable too.
one's performance.

(3) the adequacy of

This is the role model group. A son can observe and

compare himself to his father and desire to emulate his father's
behavior.

(4) the accommodation of one's acts to the acts of others.
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This is illustrated in the case of a school •s upcoming track season.
When every other school in the conference is using two-a-day workouts,
the remaining school sees this and decides to do the same.
A third type of group Kemper describes is an audience group.
An audience group provides anticipation of rewards for outstanding performance in a role.

It normally asks for no normative behavior and is

not used as a frame of reference in the same sense as a normative or
comparison group.

The person sees an audience group has values and

tries to act in accord with them.

This is similar to the function of

a normative group, with two exceptions.

First, while a normative group

asks conformity to its norms, an audience group may not even notice the
person.

Second, the audience group employs different sanctions.

If

the actor does something above his usual performance level, the audience can give rewards.

This is what motivates the actor.

Without

this hope of positive reinforcement, the actors's motivation suffers,
as well as performance.

Since the actor has solicited the audience's

attention, he risks the rejection, criticism, or indifference that
could follow.

However, in the actor's mind, the audience is valued as

a source of reward, and in spite of the risk of the negative sanctions,
the reward is sought.
It would be difficult to find a group that had only an audience
function.

However, one example in sports would be the conference cham-

pionship given by the conference officials.

Athletic conferences do

have norms, but usually the most important thing given is a reward--the
conference title.

A negative sanction of an athletic conference would

probably be the officials' indifference toward those teams who didn't
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win.

The positive sanction would be the reward of a title.

title is usually a prime motivator for many sports teams.

This
For a

graphic breakdown of each of the three reference groups, see Figure 5
(Kemper, 1968, p. 38).
Discussing these reference groups separately was done only to
analyze their individual characteristics, functions, and sanctions.

It

should be noted that normative, comparative, and audience groups often
coincide within one group or individual.

In fact, if all three func-

tions coincided in a single group, that group's influence could be
quite substantial.
one function.

It is less frequent that one group would serve only

However, it is also possible that one or more of these

groups may be missing or unavailable in a person's life (Kemper, 1968).
Now that it is known how reference groups function, it is
necessary to know how and why they are selected by a person.

Deutsch

and Kraus (1965) put forth two questions that deal with this selection.
First, what determines if an individual will select a reference group
from a membership or non-membership group?

Second, what determines

which of several relevant groups will be selected as a reference group?
To answer the first question Deutsch and Kraus provide four
factors which affect the decisions:
1.

The more a non-membership group can confer prestige (rela-

tive to the membership group), the more likely it will be employed as
a reference group.
2.

The more the individual tends to be isolated within a mem-

bership group, the more likely he will chose a non-membership group as
a reference group.

Type of
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Function

Sanctions

Provides norms

Assigns Individuals to

Punishment or

and values
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negative
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None
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None
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None
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Figure 5.

Characteristics, functions, and sanctions of reference groups.
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3.

Societies with higher social mobility tend to favor adop-

tion of non-membership groups as reference groups.
4.

The personality of the person is a factor (Deutsch &Kraus,

1965).

To answer the second question, a set of 26 group properties are
presented.

Some of these properties are the duration of group member-

ship and the degree of expected conformity to group norms.
thought these properties will

disti~guish

It is

groups from one another,

which will help in discovering which groups people select as reference
groups.

However, little is really known about how people select refer-

ence groups, which is a weakness of the approach so far.
Studies of Socialization Influence
The approaches just described presented a framework by which to
visualize the process of socialization.

The approaches described the

socialization process itself, how it works, factors influencing the
process, and interrelationships between the individual and his environment, especially how the environment influences the individual.

These

approaches even proposed some reasons why socialization occurs.
Moreover, along with these approaches, there must also be
research evidence to warrant describing sosu•s physical education
majors.

There must be evidence that socialization actually happens.

In fact, without research evidence, the preceding approaches themselves
cannot be substantiated.

What follows is research evidence regarding

the influence of socializing agents, experiences, and situations.
These same agents, experiences, and situations could also have affected
this study•s subjects.

Since this study deals with the description of
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physical education majors, research that deals with agents, experiences,
and roles in the physical education and sport area was emphasized.
Agents of Socialization
Four agents that are factors in socialization will be
discussed.

Agents dealt with will be the family, school, peer group,

and mass media.
Family agents.

Family members are usually the first socializing

agents a person encounters.

Initially, a child is totally dependent on

the family to supply his physical and social needs.

The close and

enduring emotional ties that are usually formed can be very influential
on all areas of a child's development.

The family can teach about the

larger culture, values, norms, and roles.
rewarders and punishers as well as models.
decisions that a person makes.

Family members can serve as
They may influence many

Family members probably influenced this

study's subjects when they chose their major, or more generally, when
they made their educational plans.
In regard to educational plans, for example, Sewell and Shah
{1968) studied the influence of parents' education on the educational
aspirations and eventual achievements of their children.

It was con-

cluded that both the fathers' and mothers' educational achievements
were positively and significantly related to their children's college
plans, attendance, and graduation, regardless of the children's intelligence level.

Similar findings were reached by Wilson {1959). Wilson

discovered that college aspiration was affected by the attitudes of
parents, who serve as re_ference i ndi vi dua 1 s for their chi 1dren, and by
the occupational status of the father.

The father as a role model
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emerged as an important factor in a study by Bell (1969).

During

adolescence, fathers served as the most important role models in regard
to the son•s vocational choices.

And, those sons whose fathers served

as most positive occupational and overall models during adolescence
later functioned more effectively (using occupational criteria) as
young adults.

When describing the educational and occupational aspira-

tions of high school students, Hanchey (1970) reported that mothers and
fathers ranked one and two, respectively, in influencing their children's educational plans and ranked one and three in influencing their
children•s occupational choices.

Finally, Sewell and Shah (1968), in

their study of over 10,000 high school seniors, concluded that parental
encouragement had a substantial independent relationship to the college
plans of both males and females.

This influence was greatest for

children who were highly intelligent and who came from high socioeconomic status families.
More directly related to the topic of this study is the sport
and physical activity involvement of people.

Starting from childhood,

the parents seem to exert a great influence on their children in this
area.
Greendorfer (1974) conducted a study on females currently
involved in intercollegiate sport to describe the process of their
socialization into sport.

She concluded that during childhood the

family was a significant factor influencing female sport participation.
Greendorfer and Lewko (1978) questioned 95 eight to thirteen year-olds
to discover the influence of family members on the children•s socialization into sport.

The results revealed that the father was the
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most significant influence for both boys and girls.

The .mother and

siblings were not found significant, and on the whole, parents were
more significant socializing agents than siblings.

Orlick {1972), in

his study of eight- and nine-year-old boys, discovered that their sport
participation was largely dependent on the family sports environment,
and that within this environment, the sport role models available to
the boys (e.g. parents) were major factors.
Not only sport participation, but motor performance seems to be
affected by parents.

Rarick and McKee {1949) investigated characteris-

tics and environments common to ten children of high and ten children
of low motor proficiency.

Some of the conclusions were that:

(l)

Parents of the superior motor performers were highly active in sports,
whereas few parents of inferior motor performers participated in any
physical activity.

(2) The superior group had 80% of the parents par-

ticipating in the play activities of the children while participation
by the inferior group's parents was non-existent.

and (3) The superior

group had access to a wider variety of play materials and facilities
than the inferior group.

The researchers cautioned; however, that

these results were only correlations with motor proficiency, and did
not demonstrate cause and effect relationships.
Although a number of studies suggested that parental influence
on sport involvement declined during adolescence, there is evidence
that parental influence can still be potent.

Dickson {1979) examined

seventh-grade students to determine factors influencing youth sport
involvement.

By comparing sport participants and non-participants, the

family was found to have an impact on both groups' participation levels.
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In a study very similar to that of Dickson, this time dealing with
junior

and senior high boys, it was found that highly active boys were

given better examples to follow in regard to participation in physical
activity.

One of these examples was the activity level of the father.

Also, parental encouragement to participate was deemed significant
(Ruffer·, 1965).

Finally, Kelly (1970) found that the socialization

of male adolescents into sport was a function of significant others,
more particularly the father.
Evidence for socialization into the role of sport consumer, as
opposed to participant, has also been shown (see Figure 2, p. 21 for
sport consumer roles).

McPherson (1972) made three conclusions about

adolescent consumer role socialization.

One, sport consumer socializa-

tion is fostered by family members who place a positive value on spat
participation and consumption as a worthwhile leisure pursuit.

Two,

sport consumer socialization is fostered by a high level of interaction between parents and older siblings regarding sport.

Three, male

sport consumer socialization is fostered by a high level of ego-involvement in sport by family members.
Even during the high school years parents exert noticeable
influence.

McMullen (1975) measured the attitude of high school females

toward physical activity, based on their family background and athletic
experience.

Results showed that athletic families generally produce

athletic children and non-athletic families generally produce nonathletic children.

Nadori and Szilasi (1976) concluded that concrete

advice stimulating sport activity among youth came mostly from peers
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and the family.
Two studies by Snyder and Spreitzer also give evidence of
parental influence on adolescent sport involvement.

In 1973, they

reported that there was a positive linear relationship between parental
encouragement and most indicators of sports involvement.

In 1976 they

investigated correlates of sport participation among high school age
girls.

The findings showed that sport socialization begins in child-

'

hood and continues into later life with considerable encouragement from
parents.

Parents who are interested in sport encourage their children

to participate, which substantially increased the likelihood their
children will take part.
This parental sport influence appears to even continue into the
college years.

Malumphy (1970} found family approval highly correlated

with female participation in intercollegiate athletics.

She found 93%

of the fathers and 83% of the mothers encouraged or supported their
daughters• athletic involvement.

About 85% of the fathers were at one

time active in sports, as were 50% of the mothers.

Moreover, 60-88% of

the fathers were currently active, as were 50-65% of the mothers.

In a

similar study of female varsity sports participants, Bohren (1977)
reported that a mother's sport participation was significantly related
to her daughter's athletic status.

Mothers who were sport participants

were much more likely to have athletic daughters than non-participating
mothers.

In regard to the effect of family and significant others on

the socialization of black college athletes; Hopson (1972) concluded
that the total family unit (the nuclear family plus relatives) had a
strong influence on the black athlete learning sport roles.

Finally,
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Roethlisberger (1970) described variables dealing with 16 gymnasts who
were trying to make the U. S. Olympic Team.

It was discovered that the

father was one of the most significant agents socializing these gymnasts into the role of the elite gymnast.
Evidence suggests that parental sport influence continues even
past college.

Richardson (1974) saw that the example of an active

mother was a model that led her daughter to voluntarily and actively
participate in physical activity after formal schooling days.

Also,

Kelly (1977) found that 65% of his subjects' adult leisure activities
were begun in the family.
Up to this point in
have been considered.

family influence, only parents

However, a person's siblings can also be impor-

tant socializing agents.
siblings are factors.

di~cussing

In regard to sport roles, it is evident

When Orlick (1972) compared youth sport parti-

cipants to non-participants, participants generally had siblings in
sports and non-participants didn't.

Ruffer (1965) adds support to this

by showing that the example of highly active older brothers was correlated with highly active junior and senior high boys.

Encouragement by

siblings also seems important, as shown by Roethlisberger (1970).

He

concluded that the influence of brothers who strongly encouraged gymnastic participation were significant factors in the lives of gymnasts
who were trying out for the Olympics.
Attitudes also appear to be affected.

McMullen (1975) con-

cluded that attitudes toward physical activity were reinforced by having
athletic siblings.

McMullen .Predicted that if a girl was an athlete,

her older siblings were most likely athletes and if she wasn't an
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athlete, her older siblings were likely not athletes.
In these sibling studies, correlations imply that siblings influence sport involvement.

The research did not reveal whether they

actually exerted an influence.

This does not, however, rule out the

possibility of their impact •
. School Agents.

The next socialization factor to be discussed

is the school and the agents that are associated with a school.
is a place in which much of a person's younger life is spent.
of that fact alone, there is a potential for socialization.

School
Because

During that

time the school serves many functions--intentional and unintentional.
The school exposes people to certain values, norms, and goals.

It pro-

vides role models in the form of teachers, administrators, and coaches.
It provides a setting where expectations about proper behavior and
achievement are learned.

It provides knowledge about academic subjects,

student and teacher roles, and peer relationships.
amount of time spent in school is with teachers.

Most of the great
Although the time

spent with an individual teacher is usually only one year, teachers and
coaches can be effective socializing agents.

Evidence that school agent s

actually do affect behavior follows.
The influence of teachers and coaches seems to be moderate.
Thompson (1973} investigated the nature of the physical educator-student
relationship to determine if the physical educator was any more or less
influential than other secondary school teachers.

He concluded that

teachers on the whole were moderately important significant others.
Also, the physical educator was high on the list of models of adult
behavior for students.

The physical educator was more influential
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among males than females, among those students who were moderately or
heavily involved in interschool and intramural sports, and among those
who were in the physical educator's class at one time.
School related studies not only described the degree of socialization, but the areas of its influence.

Hanchey (1970) found that

teachers ranked behind family members, friends, and persons in occupations in influencing high school students' vocational choices and educational plans.

Also, teacher encouragement, coupled with a student's

academic achievement, significantly influenced a student's educational
aspirations and expectations.

Scott (1973) concluded that aspirations

and ideals were affected by football coaches.

These coaches seemed to

play a very important role in not only shaping ideals and aspirations
of their players, but also their player's self-evaluations and selfdescriptions.
However, most reviewed literature dealt with a teacher's or
coach's role in sport socialization.

Results of one study suggested

that teachers, along with fathers and peers, are significant predictors
of a boy's sport involvement.

In the same study, teachers were not

found significant for girls (Greendorfer & Lewko, 1978).

However,

Snyder and Spreitzer (1976) found that for adolescent girls, sport
involvement usually begins in childhood and continues into high school
with considerable encouragement from significant others, including
coaches.

Greendorfer (1974) showed that teachers were also significant

in influencing women's sport involvement, but only during the adult
stage.
(1972).

Black athletes were affected according to a study by Hopson
He discovered that non-family adults, like the coach, exerted
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a strong influence on an athlete's learning of sport roles.

Finally,

more in the area of elite sports participation, Roethlisberger (1970)
concluded that the coach and the father were the most significant
agents socializing gymnasts into the gymnast role and that the school
in general was responsible for the greatest amount of socialization
into that role.
Peer Agents.

After family agents and relatives, peers are

usually the next people that will exert an influence on a person's
life.

This can happen even before school begins.

And, with the

beginning of school, time spent with peers amounts to nearly one-half
of a waking day.

Peer exposure can range from grade school until

college and beyond.

As with school agents, the amount of time spent

with them gives the potential for socialization.
The peer group is different from most groups influencing a
Peers are in the same age category.

There is usually no real

authority figure involved, such as a parent.

The status of each peer

person.

is similar to that of any other.

Also, peers may have different values,

interests, or thought patterns when compared to a family or school.
Peers offer the opportunity to develop emotional ties and friendships
with same-age people.

They share many of the same experiences, thoughts,

desires, and problems.
The more a person interacts with peers, the greater their
influence seems to become.
Kinch (1959).

This was the conclusion of Bowerman and

They stated that this increased involvement leads to

increased orientation toward and association with peers, and to a lesser
extent, acceptance of peer norms.

It is also very common that peer
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orientation will be high during adolescence.

However, Bowerman and

Kinch concluded that a low orientation toward the family during adolescence is not inevitable, but occurs when there is a poor adjustment to
family members.

Students who were adjusted to the family were more

likely to be oriented to the family, with orientation expressed chiefly
in identification with and acceptance of family values and norms.

Peer

orientation would vary according to this family orientation.
Whereas Bowerman and Kinch concluded that peers seem to be most
influential during adolescence, Brittain (1963), in his study of parentpeer cross-pressures on high school girls, found peers were influential
in some and not in other stuations.

With these adolescents peer con-

formity varied systematically with the situations and was not diffuse.
In one situation, subjects tended to conform to peer choices regarding
classes taken in school.

To have gone against the peer choice would

have meant a degree of separation from friends.
other situations, peer influence seemed minimal.

However, in several
Hanchey (1970) found

other situations where peers and friends were influential.

He discov-

ered friends ranked second and third, respectively, in influencing
vocational and educational plans.
Again, the bulk of the reviewed literature centered around peer
influence on sport involvement.

Nadori and Szilasi (1976) discovered .

that information on physical and sport activity was obtained twice as
often from friends than any other source and advice stimulating sport
activity came equally from friends and family.

Greendorfer's (1974)

study revealed that female sport involvement was affected by peers
throughout the life cycle and that the school and peers were most
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significant during adolescence.

Greendorfer and Lewko (1978) concluded

that both boys' and girls' sport involvement were influenced by peers.
Similarly, the encouragement of peers was found to be significantly
correlated with female sport participation (Snyder &Spreitzer, 1976).
Hopson (1972) adds other evidence, showing that peers exerted a profound influence on black athlete socialization into sport roles.
Peers even influenced socialization into the secondary role of
sport consumer (McPherson 1972) (see Figure 2 for sport consumer examples).

For male adolescents, peers ranked first in supporting the

learning of the sport consumer role.

For females, peers ranked second.

McPherson concluded that within the peer group, the two most important
factors fostering sport consumption were frequent interaction with peers
dealing with sport and frequent peer consumption of sport.
Mass Media.

The mass media is the final agent considered under

agents of socialization.

The mass media has many forms, such as tele-

vision, radio, books, magazines, newspapers, or movies.

The nature of

the media is somewhat different from the agents just discussed.

The

people and scenes depicted are actually not present in the room with
the viewer.

And, the people who are seen or read about are usually

quite different from members of the family, school, or peer group; many
times famous actors and actresses are presented, as well as elite
sports figures.
tentional.

Furthermore, the mass media's influence is often in-

Whether through television commercials, magazine ads, or

a book's e)oquent language and plot, the aim is to get a person to
watch or read.
Media influence can begin at a very early age.

Children may
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read, listen to the radio, and in more recent years, watch television
from infancy on up.

Media can also teach children--about relationships,

roles, and values.
The relative influence of media depends on the values of the
person who is watching, what developmental stage the person is in, and
the subject content of the media (Elkin, 1960}.

Because of this, discern-

ing media's ultimate influence appears to be a complex problem.
However, media's potential for influence is supported by the
sheer time spent in watching or reading it.

Wilensky (1964) found that

9 in 10 American homes averaged 5 to 6 hours daily with the television
on and that 8 in 10 Americans averaged 4 or more hours daily watching
television and listening to a radio.

Bronfenbrenner (1970} reviewed a

number of studies that described adolescent viewing of television.
Hours of television watching per week ranged from 14 to 28 hours.

This

amount is similar to the time spent in school and is exceeded only by
time spent sleeping or playing.

Bronfenbrenner went on to say that the

average sixteen-year-old has watched from 12,000 to 15,000 hours of television.
However, little systematic research had been done which revealed
mass media as a significant socializing agent.

Socialization is only one

of several possible results of media exposure (Gerson, 1966).
some evidence, though, of the effect of mass media on behavior.

There is
Gerson

(1966) found that Negro adolescents were more socialized by the media
than white adolescents.

He suggested Negroes used the media to learn

how to behave like whites.
fluence:

He also suggested the how of media's in-

(1) by reinforcing present values and attitudes, and (2) by
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presenting norms and values that could help solve personal problems.
Himmelweit (1958) concluded that television had a small but
consistent influence on the way children perceived jobs, job values,
success, and their social surroundings.

She added that a positive

value of television is that it may be a source of ideas, exposing the
child to a variety of subjects.
expected of television.

She suggested that too much might be

The interest television does arouse is only

fleeting and doesn't usually turn into action.

The relative influence

will be mediated by a child's environment and the adults surrounding
him.
There is limited evidence that media affects sport socialization
Hopson (1972) found that the mass media exposed black athletes to sports
role models.

McPherson (1972) concluded that, for females, the availa-

bility of mass media sources which produced sport was a factor leading
to socialization into a consumer sport role.
Demographic Influences
Socialization agents are only one category of factors that can
influence human behavior.

Demographic factors or variables are another.

Generally, demographic variables describe human populations in regard
to size, distribution, and vital statistics.

More specifically, demo-

graphy can include personal, educational, economic, and social variables.
There is evidence that these demographic variables do influence behavior.

As with socializing agents, most of the following reviewed litera-

ture deals with the area of sport and physical activity.
One of the major personal variables that can affect one's behavior is gender.

Pooley (1971) analyzed the process by which physical
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education students were socialized into their major field prior to formal
training.

Conclusions reached were that the enactment of teaching, lead-

ing, and officiating roles differed between the sexes.

Males had more

leadership experiences while females had more teaching experiences.
Role enactment that was indirectly associated with the teaching of
physical education also differed by sex.

Males were more involved in

competitive sport and consumed more sport through reading, discussing,
and viewing.
events.

Females consumed sport more through spectating at sporting

Lastly, the sexes differed in who influenced them to enter the

physical education major.
Sutton-Smith, Roberts, and Kozelka (1963) studied game involvement in adults and concluded that there were sex differences in the
types of games participated in.

Games of strategy and chance were asso-

ciated more with female participation while games of physical skill were
more associated with male participation.
In a review of child socialization research, Lewko and
Greendorfer (1978) concluded that children's play behavior differed
according to sex in a variety of activities.
were sex inappropriate play activities.
range of appropriate activities.
engaged in by boys.

Boys learned early what

Girls were permitted a wider

However, at puberty games were mostly

It was suggested by available research that this ·

sex-typed game behavior was the result of parental influence.
Attitudes also can be different between the sexes.

By question-

ing 190 junior college students, Mullins (1969) found that males had a
more favorable attitude toward physical activity than females.
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However, other studies suggest that there are no sex differences
in regard to participation in physical activity.
ed

Dickson (1979) report-

that adolescent male and female subjects were not significantly dif-

ferent on any of the sociolgical factors (family; socioeconomic status;
and role model, peer, and sibling influence) affecting sport participation.

Similarly, Kenyon (1966) found that there were no significant sex

differences in the degree to which adults engage in physical activity.
Along with sex, most studies including demographic variables
dealt with the association of socioeconomic status and educational level
with behavior.

McDonald, McGuire, and Havighurst (1949) classified

10-12 year-olds into four socioeconomic groups regarding their leisure
activity.

It was found there were systematic class differences in organ-

ized recreational groups and in individual activities.

Dickson (1979)

reported on factors influencing youth sport involvement and found a difference between participants and non-participants based on socioeconomic
factors.

Kelly (1970) concluded that the socialization of male youth

into sport was a result of the social situation and the age of the
youth.

The social situation consisted of class background, family size,

and affiliation with sport agencies.

More specifically, Kelly found that

the younger, lower class adolescents took part in more team sports than
the higher class male adolescents.

Additionally, male adolescents of.

larger families participated more in team sports than those from medium
or small families.
Other data revealed a clearly divergent use of leisure among
lower and middle class males and also among lower and middle class
females.

This divergence appears to begin in adolescence and becomes
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. more pronounced as a person matures (White, 1958).
Activity differences are even found later in life.

Wightman

(1965) found that the extracurricular activites of high school senior
boys were influenced by such components as father•s occupation and educational level, residence location, and annual family income.

Regarding

family income it was suggested that lower income families were more
limited to activities with little cost whereas higher income families
were not.
Among female college students, socioeconomic status and athletic
status had significant interaction.

Especially, low socioeconomic status

students were more likely to be athletes than non-athletes (Bohren, 1977).
Also among females, this time with only athletic subjects, it was found
that sport type was a function of social class.

The greatest social

class differences existed between individual and dual team sport athletes
(Greendorfer, 1974).
Social class differences were also found by Sutton-Smith et al.
(1963) regarding recreative interest among adults.

Games of strategy

were associated with higher social status, games of chance with lower
social status, and games of physical skill with higher social status.
Kenyon (1966) also found activity differences among adults of different
social status.

He concluded that those adults with greater educational

achievements tended to be physically active more often, regardless of
the season of the year.
The last demographic variable considered is geographic location.
There were only two studies found which dealt with geographic location
and its influence on behavior.

Sewell (1964) studied the future educa-

tional plans of Wisconsin high school seniors and concluded that with
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an increase in community size, there is a corresponding
percent of students planning on going to college.

~ncrease

in the

Approximately 21.5

percent of students living on farms and 42.4 percent of students living
in large cities planned on going to college.

Also, community size seemed

to have the greatest influence on boys, although the reason for this was
not studied.
Dealing with physical activity instead of college plans, Nadori
and Szilasi (1976} concluded that place of residence had an effect on
youth sport involvement.

Almost two times as many urban youth partici-

pated in sport as did rural and farm youth.

It was suggested that the

values and norms of the rural families were not yet in harmony with
those of the urban area and that this at least partly accounted for the
youths' sport participation differences.
Similar Studies
The last topic in this review of literature is a consideration
of similar studies that closely parallel the purpose and content (sociodemographic variables) of the present study.

Regarding demographic

variables, many universities use or develop questionnaires that give
basic data about their incoming and present students.

Sometimes more

in-depth information is sought about students' attitudes, personality,
plans, and aspirations.

This information is used in many ways, from .

helping students with their educational and career goals to comparing
different groups of students on the same variables.
Regarding sociological influences and variables, there are fewer
similar studies which parallel the purpose of the present study, which
is to describe physical education majors.

However, a number of studies
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used the same variables and described the same influences as the present
study.

Differences lay in the type of subjects described or the use of the

data.
The first group of studies is demographic studies.

Moore (1977)

conducted a questionnaire survey of 1,007 women and 794 men at four
2-year colleges in New York.

The study's purpose was to determine

student characteristics and to identify factors which influence women's
career decisions.

Questionnaire variables included demographic variables,

factors relating to career choice, marriage and family plans, and the
innovativeness of career plans.

Conclusions were that male and female

students were quite similar in basic background and age.

Also, these

2-year students resembled their counterparts in New York's 4-year
institutions.
Likewise, in "Student Profile" (1980), ,Amarillo College officials utilized questionnaires and college records to determine student
characteristics.

Some of these characteristics were socioeonomic and

demographic variables, academic background, educational goals, student
motivation for entering the college and their major, and participation
in extracurricular activities.
Alexander and McDill (1974) evaluated a school process model
which explored how social background (parental education, number of
siblings, etc.) and school influences (type of curriculum, peer
influence, and two indicators of academic achievement) affected subjective school outcomes.

Subjective school outcomes were the students• edu-

cational plans, self conceptions of competence, intellectualism, and
satisfaction with school.

Data revealed that social background was an
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important determinant of subjective outcomes.

School influences also

helped explain the subjective orientations and were mediators of social
background influence.
In Canada, a survey was done on 60,000 post-secondary students
to describe a wide range of student characteristics ("Some Characteristics, .. 1976).

These characteristics were demographic, educational,

socioeconomic, financial, and employment.

Results were cross-tabulated

to explore data relationships and differences.

Results were also used

to estimate characteristics of the total Canadian post-secondary student
population.

Major conclusions were that there were inequalities in

post-secondary educational participation in Canada.

This inequality

seemed to be affected by parental socioeconomic status and the sex of
the student.
Using a nation-wide survey, Astin, King, and Richardson (1979)
presented the 14th annual report on first-time, full-time freshmen.

The

report was part of the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP)
of the American Council on Education.

The CIRP's main function is to

determine the effects of college on students.

Data gathered through

this program provides a normative picture of the college freshmen population.

Norms were based on 190,000 respondents from 362 institutions.

A questionnaire measured a wide range of biographical and demographic
data, high school background, career and educational plans, finances,
high school activities, and current attitudes on various topics.

There

are also other demographic studies, using almost identical questionnaires, which have been sponsored by the American Council on Education
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(Fidler, 1980; Gray, Johnson, Robinzine, and Hayes, 1979; and
Lichtenstein and Politi, 1973).
There have also been a number of studies done on university students using the College Student Questionnaire (CSQ), which was developed
by the Educational Testing Service.

The CSQ, which has two parts,

questions students on their educational and vocational plans; family,
community, and school background; curricular and extracurricular activities; study habits; attitudes; and other variables.

Using the CSQ

and other data, Northby {1970) did a longitudinal study of the change in
attitudes, interests, and values of freshmen at the University of
Connectic~t.

Northby followed these students for four years.

Results

include a description of the class at first registration, academic
results during the four years, and an assessment of educational philosophy and career objective changes during the four years.

Similarly, at

the University of North Carolina, Greensboro (UNCG}, the CSQ was used on
two separate groups.

In the fall of 1975, Reichard and McArver (1976}

gathered information on 1,312 freshmen.

the CSQ, Part I and the Omnibus

Personality Inventory measured student interests, attitudes, expectations, and socieconomic status.
fulfill a number of goals.

These measures were administered to

First, the data might help the university

attract, help, and retain capable students.

Second, the questionnaire

results can be used to compare the university results to national norms.
A second study was conducted at UNCG by McArver in the spring of 1976.
This time the CSQ, Part II was administered to 479 seniors.

The CSQ,

Part II is designed to be used with students who have been in college and
measures satisfaction with various areas of college life.

Demographic
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variables, academic variables, and immediate and long ra _nge educational
and career goals are described.
The last demographic study to be reviewed included data very
similar to that of the present study.

Carmody, Fenske, and Scott (1972)

reported on the stability or change in personal and background characteristics of entering college freshmen.
passed the report:

Three separate studies encom-

a 2-year follow-up of high school seniors who con-

tinued their education, a 4-year follow-up of a similar group, and a
comparison of two groups of high school students.

The last study used

the Student Profile Section of the ACT Assessment.

Conclusions were

that the groups of college bound seniors seemed to be very similar in
background characteristics, educational goals, and plans for college
life.

The follow-up studies revealed that students do change their

goals and plans while at college, sometimes quite drastically.
Along with similar demographic studies, there are a number of
similar sociological studies which remain to be considered.

As stated

previously, there are few studies that describe physical education
majors.

However, there are studies that have used similar variables and

described similar influences as the present study.
One similar study was conducted by Richardson (1974), who
described young adult women's physical activity.
to:

The study's goals _were

(1) describe the degree, pattern, and milieu of women's physical

activity, (2) identify factors which contribute to activity involvement,
and (3) specify the relative importance of each factor.

Types of fac-

tors described were socialization experiences, attitudes, motivations, _
and situational factors.

Results revealed that:

(1) some of the
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women's favorite physical activities were bicycling, walking, and
swimming, (2) the women enjoyed their school physical education classes
(although their influence on the type of activities pursued later in
life appeared minimal), and (3) the most significant influences on participation were the previous example of an active mother and the model
of activity set by present significant others.
In another sociological study, Hanchey (1970) studied the factors influencing the occupational choices and educational plans of high
school students.

Along with demographic variables, persons influencing

vocational choices, reasons why students made their vocational choices,
and persons .i·nfl uenci ng education a 1 plans were a1 so considered. - Persons
significantly influencing these students• vocational and educational
choices were parents, friends, persons in occupations, and teachers.
Major reasons for vocational choices were the students' interest in the
vocation, working conditions, wages, and high school academic achievement.
More in the area of sports, Malumphy (1970) described women
college athletes--tennis and golf participants (40% of which were physical education majors).

The athletes• socioeconomic background and

family influences on their athletic participation (family activity
level, sibling influence, and parental attitude toward daughter's ath.l etic participation) were some of the variables described.

It was found

that these athletes seemed to have more financially secure families and
that their families approved of their participation in athletics.
College female athletes were also subjects of a study by Bohren

(1977).

The purpose of Bohren's study was to investigate family
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background characteristics of the athletes.

Some of these charac-

teristics were family socioeconomic status, birth order, sex of older
siblings, and sport involvement patterns of family members.

Major

conclusions were that there was a significant interaction between:
socioeconomic status and athletic participation, mother's sport participation and daughter's participation, and sex of older sibling and
athletic participation.
Greendorfer (1974) is a third investigator to study college
women athletes.

Greendorfer questioned current college women athletes

to determine factors contributing to female socialization into sport.
Questions were asked dealing with aspects of present sport participation; sport participation and interest levels of family members; sport
influence of the family, friends, and teachers; the community's provision for sport; elementary and adolescent-age sports participated in;
total time spent participating; and other demographic data.

Major

conclusions were that peers and the family were significant sport
socializers and that sport type is a function of socioeconomic status.
Pooley (1971) also studied socialization, not into an athletic
role as Bohren described, but into the physical education profession
prior to formal training.

Pooley compared the socialization process of

American and English physical education students.

In the study psycho-

logical and socio-cultural attributes were determined.
were grouped under the following major headings:

These attributes

participation in sport

and physical activity; consumption of sport; teaching, leading, and officiating of sport; personal characteristics and attitudes; characteristics of the socialization settings; and the influence of socializing
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agents.

It was found that professional socialization di-ffered cross-

nationally and is a function of the interaction between country and sex.
Physical education students were the subjects of a study by
Schaffer (1963).

Schaffer sought to find factors that influence young

men to major in physical education.

Factors considered were time of

major decision, persons influencing major decision, reasons for selecting the physical education major, changes in major area, and parental
socioeconomic status.

Findings were that the major decision was made in

secondary school, the person himself was the most influential factor on
major decision, the major was selected because of work and play experience in recreational and sport activities, most majors did not change
from another field to physical education, and parental socioeconomic
status for this sample was higher than that of similar previous samples.
Summary
From the preceding review of literature a number of generalizations can be made about the findings:
1.

There is evidence that the sociological concept of sociali-

zation actually does take place.

There is disagreement, however, as to

the nature of socialization (a cause or an influence).
2.

There are a number of theories or approaches that can de-

scribe the effect of the socio-demographic variables used in the present
study.

There is general agreement that the processes of modeling and

reinforcement occur in socialization and that there are significant
others and situations that are agents of socialization.
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3.

Parents are significant others who can affect their chil-

dren's educational and vocational choices and sport and physical activity
involvement.

Parental influence occurs during their children's whole

life cycle but seems to be most potent during their children's preadolescent years.

There are also correlations between sibling athletic

participation and encouragement and a person's sport participation.
4.

School personnel (teachers and coaches) appear to be moder-

ately effective socializing agents.

They can influence a person's educa-

tional and vocational choices and can affect sport involvement.
5.

Peers can affect a person's sport involvement.

Peers seem

to be most influential during adolescence.
6.

The mass media has the capability to be an influence on a

person's behavior because of the great amount of time exposed to it.
Research, however, has not substantiated its effects on behavior.
7.

Demographic variables, such as a person's sex, socioeconomic

level, educational level, and place of residence, appear to affect a
person's sport involvement.
8.

There are few studies that are similar in purpose to the

present one, which is to describe socio-demographic characteristics of
physical education majors.

However, a number of studies have utilized

similar socio-demographic variables.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to describe selected sociodemographic characteristics of South Dakota State University undergraduate physical education majors.

This purpose was fulfilled by admin-

istering a locally developed questionnaire to the majors and also
collecting American College Testing (ACT) academic, interest, and profile data on them.

This chapter includes a discussion of the research

design, the measuring instruments and their development, the study's
subjects, data collection procedures, and the type of statistical analysis used.
Research Design
According to Borg and Gall (1979), educational research is
usually of two types--descriptive studies or studies seeking to find
relationships.

Further, descriptive data is usually gathered by two

means--observation and survey;
One of the purposes of survey research is to describe the
distribution of certain human traits and attributes.

Descriptive sur-

veys are not concerned with why the distribution exists, but with what
the distribution is.

However, descriptive surveys can include com-

parisons among data, for comparisons can describe people and do not
have to explain why similarities or differences exist (Babbie, 1973).
The present study incorporates both the description of sociodemographic characteristics of physical education majors and comparisons with other groups.
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Of the various survey methods, the most common instruments used
are questionnaires and individual interviews.

The questionnaire

appeared to meet the demands of data collection better than the interview or other means.

The questionnaire could handle the large number

of responses (N=l68) and the time available for respondents to answer
questions.

Also, with the questionnaire, a larger number of questions

could be asked in comparison to other methods.

However, the question-

naire method sacrificed the advantage the interview has of obtaining
greater respondent understanding of questions and greater depth of
information.

However, Young (1966) added that the carefully

constructed questionnaire could have an advantage over the interview in
that it provides privacy and allows the respondent time to think about
and weigh responses.

Young stated that the advantage of time could

also foster second thoughts, which could affect response accuracy.
Measuring Instruments and Their Development
To best achieve the purpose of this study, questionnaire items
were selected to describe personal characteristics of the physical education majors, characteristics of socialization settings, the perceived
effects of socializing agents, and past participation in sport and
sport-related activities.

In addition, the ACT Interest Inventory and

Student Profile Section (liSPS) measured student interests; educational
plans; family background; and high school information, extracurricular
activites, and accomplishments.

Finally, ACT academic data gave an

estimate of the subjects' academic ability.
ACT measures.

Two of the measures used in this study were the

ACT academic tests and the ACT Interest Inventory and Student Profile
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Section (IISPS).

The ACT academic tests include a number of subtests

in various subject areas.

These areas are English usage, math usage,

social studies reading, and natural sciences reading.

A composite

score is given as an average of the four subtest scores.

All scores

are standard scores and range in value from 1 to 33-36.
The ACT academic tests have proven themselves reliable.
Considering three estimates of reliability, reliability coefficients
for the four subtests ranged from .80 to .85 and even higher for the
composite score (Technical Report, 1973).

The ACT composite score has

also been shown to be valid as a measure of developed academic ability.
It was found that there existed a common core of related abilities that
dominated all four academic subtests.
ability.

This represented general academic

Because of this, the composite score provided a meaning-

ful estimate of these common abilities (content validity).
subtests were also found to have construct validity.

The ACT

ACT results were

correlated with various intelligence, aptitude, and achievement tests
and obtained fairly high correlations, ranging from .37 to .75
(Technical Report, 1973).
Selected variables from the ACT liSPS were also used in this
study.

Variables described were students• interest areas; educational

plans; family background data; and high school information, extracurricular activities, and out-of-class accomplishments.

Items used were

the ACT Interest Inventory and questions 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 59, 60,
78, 79, 81, 82, 99-114, and 115-177 from the Student Profile Section
(Appendix B).

The accuracy of liSPS data has proven to be valid.

In
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one study it was found that 78 percent of all students reported their
grades accurately and 97.8 percent were within one letter grade of
grades reported by school officials.

The same study found that out-of-

class accomplishments (ones that could be verified) were reported
correctly from 70-99 percent of the time {Technical Report, 1973).
Socio-demographic questionnaire.

The final measure used in

this study was a locally developed socio-demographic questionnaire.
The questionnaire was developed by analyzing other questionnaires and
included many variables adapted from an interview schedule .designed by
Pooley (1971).

The purpose of Pooley's interview was to describe

variables associated with the professional socialization of physical
education students.
Pooley used two types of variables, independent and
intervening.

Independent variables were personal characteristics of

the students, characteristics of socialization settings, and perceived
effects of socialization agents.

Intervening variables were the degree

of primary and secondary role enactment engaged in by the students.
Primary role enactment is participation in roles that are directly
associated with the teaching of physical education.

Secondary role

enactment is indirect participation in roles associated with the
teaching of physical education.

See Figure 6, which shows the rela- ·

tionship between the variables (Pooley, 1971).
Pooley studied two dimensions of the role enactment of physical
education students:

(1) the number of roles enacted, and (2) the

amount of time devoted to each role.

Both dimensions were described in

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
INTERVENING VARIABLES

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

PRIMARY ROLE
ENACTMENT

DEGREE OF
SOCIALIZATION SETTINGS

PROFESSIONAL
SOCIALIZATION

SECONDARY ROLE
SOCIALIZATION AGENTS

1

~ •

ENACTMENT

Figure 6.

The pre-training phase of the professional socialization of physical education students.

())

"'-J
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the present study.

Pooley•s study of these two dimensions was based on

role theory, since role theory seemed to best fit the nature of professional socialization and allowed for the description of a wide range
of variables.
The basis for the present study's questionnaire also relied
heavily on the concepts of role theory, although reference group and
social learning approaches would also support the inclusion of the
chosen variables, as would the socialization research reviewed in
Chapter II.
Further development of the questionnaire was aided by a pilot
study.

The questionnaire was administered to 12 undergraduate students

in a basic physical education class for non-physical education majors.
This was done in order to check the clarity and appropriateness of the
items.

Suggestions to improve the questionnaire were noted and incor-

porated into the final version (Appendix A).
Reliability data were not available for the locally developed
questionnaire.

Face validity was assumed.

The limiting factor

regarding the validity of the responses was accuracy, since the responses
were self-reported.

However, accuracy was emphasized in both written

and oral directions.

The confidential nature of the study was also

emphasized in writing and orally.

In view of these precautions, the-

assumption of face validity seemed reasonable.
The variables described through all measures had a close relationship to the purpose of the study.

All variables could reasonably

be placed in the realm of socio-demography.
largely demographic data.

The ACT measures provided

The locally developed questionnaire emphasized
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social situations, experiences, and agents that might have affected the
subjects, especially in the sport, educational, and career decision
areas.

It was hoped this data would provide a better understanding of

these majors• background and present behavior, as

well as providing

data that could be used for other research purposes, some of which are
suggested in the implications section of Chapter V.
Study•s Subjects
The subjects of this study consisted of undergraduate physical
education majors (N=168) at South Dakota State University during the
Spring semester, 1981.

Of the 189 majors, a total of 168 (88.9%)

responded to the socio-demographic questionnaire, 114 (60.3%) had previously responded to the ACT Interest Inventory and Student Profile
Section forms, and 116 (61.4%) had completed the ACT academic tests.
Other SDSU students (excluding physical education majors) were
compared to the physical education majors.

ACT data were available on

3,787-3,981 (59.1%-62.1%) of the 6,412 total.

Any variation in the

number of respondents was due to non-respondents.
Collection of Data
Data from the ACT academic tests and IISPS were collected
before students entered the university. These data were available
through the Coordinator of Student Data; Planning, Program, and Budget
Department.
Other socio-demographic variables were measured through a
questionnaire.

The questionnaire was administered during two majors•

courses which are required of all majors.

Directions were read to the

students as well as provided in written form.
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Those majors not enrolled in these two courses during the
Spring 1981 semester were contacted through other major classes.
Questionnaires were handed out, directions for completing the questionnaires given, and place for their return specified.
were completed on the majors' own time.

The questionnaires

Majors not contacted by the

above means were telephoned, delivered a questionnaire, and given the
same directions as the others.
Statistical Analysis
The purpose of this study was to describe the background and
characteristics of a group, therefore descriptive statistics were used.
These statistics were measures of central tendency (mean, median,
mode), variability (standard deviation), frequency distributions, chisquare (x2), and t-tests.

Chi-square and t-tests were done between the

physical education majors and other South Dakota State University
students on only ACT academic and liSPS data.
Data were first coded and then punched onto computer cards to
facilitate statistical analysis.

Analysis was done using the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and Statistical
Analysis System {SAS).

The results of the analysis were then displayed

in tables to illustrate the findings.

The presentation of the tables,

along with the analysis and discussion, can be found in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to describe selected sociodemographic characteristics of South Dakota State University (SDSU)
physical education majors.

Results were gathered using three measures--

the American College Testing (ACT) Interest Inventory and Student
Profile Section (liSPS), ACT academic tests, and a locally developed
socio-demographic questionnaire.
Analysis and Discussion of the Data
The results of this study are presented in the following order:
1.

Socio-demographic and personal characteristics of the majors

2.

Characteristics of socialization settings

3.

The perceived influence of socialization agents

4.

Past sport and sport-related activities

Frequency distribution tables are presented on most variables.
Those variables not having tables will be discussed in the text.

In

the following discussion, those variables that were part of the ACT
data will be so designated.

All other variables were from the locally

developed questionnaire.
Socio-demographic and personal characteristics of majors.

The

demographic and personal variables discussed in this section will be
divided into three categories.

These are personal variables, academic

variables, and education and career-related variables.
The first _group of personal variables included subject sex,
subject distribution among the classes, marital plans, political views,
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and college expenses earned.

The sex of the majors was distributed

with 46 percent male and 54 percent female.

The distribution of majors

among the classes (freshmen through 5th year) ranged between 18 and 29
percent of the total, with 6 percent of the total population being 5th
year students.

Regarding marital plans, 75 percent expected to be

married in the next three to five years.
those already married.

This percentage included

Political views were middle-of-the-road for 49

percent of the majors with 24 percent considering themselves liberal
and 26 percent conservative.

On a similar question Astin et al. (1979)

sampled midwestern college freshmen and found that 22 percent considered themselves liberal, 59 percent middle-of-the road and 18 percent
conservative. Table 1 depicts the percentage of college expenses the
majors earned themselves.

Only 5 percent earned none of their college

expenses while 15 percent earned all of them.
The second cluster of personal variables deals with the majors'
academic performance as reported by ACT.

These variables are high

school class rank, estimated high school grade point average (GPA),
projected college GPA, and ACT academic scores.

As seen in Table 2,

87 percent of the majors and 93 percent of other SDSU students estimated they were in the top half of their high school graduating class.
Chi-square results, ~2 (3) = 14.65, £ = .0021, showed a difference
between the two groups.

Apparently, other SDSU students ranked them-

selves higher than the physical education majors did.

At least 75

percent of the majors and at least 84 percent of other SDSU students
estimated they had B- or better averages in high school (Table 3).
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Tab 1e 1
Percent of College Expenses Students Earned Themselves

Percent of
expenses

Percent in each
category

0

5

1-24

22

25-49

16

50-74

20

75-99

22

100

15

Note.

N=167
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Tab 1e 2
High School Class Rank {ACT)

Percent in each category for:
Class
Rank

PE majorsa

Other SDSU studentsb

Top Quarter

43

59

Second Quarter

44

34

Third Quarter

13

7

Fourth Quarter

0

0

Note.

Chi -square results:

aN

=

114

bN

=

3904

x2 {3)

= 14. 65, .£. = • 0021.
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Table 3
Estimated High School GPA (ACT)

Percent in .each category for:
GPA

A to A-

PE majorsa

Other SDSU studentsb

12

24

29

39

B to B-

34

21

B- to C

21

13

C to C-

4

2

C- to D

0

0

B+

to B

aN = 113
bN

=

3887
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For both groups of students, projected college GPA's (Table 4) were
lower than high school GPA's.

ACT academic scores consisted of four

subtest scores and one composite score (an average of the four subtests).

Possible scores ranged from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of

33 (English), 36 (math), 34 (social studies), and 35 (natural sciences).
For all scores, other SDSU students averaged better than the physical
education majors, evidenced by the t-tests,

~

(4094)

= -5.61

to -8.35,

.E.= .0001, (Table 5).
Two other variables related to academics are study habits and
number of books read (Tables 6 and 7).

As seen in Table 6, 69 percent

of the subjects reported they studied between one and three hours per
weekday with almost a third (31%) reporting four or more hours of study
per weekday.

The average number of study hours per day is between 2

and 3 hours.

In two other studies (Reichard et al ., 1976; Northby,

1970) college freshmen reported an average of 1 to 2 hours of study per
day.

According to Table 7, 65 percent of the majors read four or less

non-school books last year; however, 13 percent reported they read
over 10 non-school books last year.
The third group of socio-demographic variables were school and
career-related.
Table 8.

High school out-of-class accomplishments are ranked in

Athletics was the highest accomplishment area for the majors,

followed by leadership accomplishments.

Communication, art, and science

categories had the least number of accomplishments.

When compared

with other SDSU students, differences and similarities appeared.
Athletic and leadership areas showed larger differences, with the
majors having more accomplishments.

Similarities arose in work,
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Table 4
Estimated First Year in College GPA (ACT)

Percent in each category for:
GPA

A to A-

PE majorsa

Other SDSU studentsb

3

8

21

38

B to B-

34

32

B- to C

29

19

C to C-

12

3

C- to D

1

0

B+

to B

aN

=

115

bN

=

3905
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Table 5
ACT Academic Test Results

PE major sa
Test

Mean
Standard
Scores

Other SDSU
Studentsb
Mean
Standard
Scores

t-test
value

Probability
1evel

English

17.75

19.68

-5.61

• 0001

Math

17.42

20.85

-5.41

.0001

Social Studies

16.71

20.49

-6.38

.0001

Natural Sciences

21.16

24.38

-7.38

.0001

Composite

18.41

21.48

-8.35

.0001

aN = 115
bN = 3981
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Table 6
Hours Spent Studying Per Week Day

Percent in each
category

Hours

1

20

2

26

3

23

4 or more

31

Note.

N=168
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Tab 1e 7
Number of Non-school Books Read During Past Year

No. of
Books

Percent in each
category

0 - 1

23

2 - 4

42

5 - 7

17

8 -10

5

over 10

Note.

13

N=168
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Table 8
Number of High School Out-of-Class Accomplishments (ACT)

PE majors:

Accomplishment
category

mean number
of accomplishmentsa

Other SDSU
students:
mean number
of accomplishrnentsb

Athletics

5.46

3.47

Leadership

2.38

1.93

Music

2.11

2.18

Work experience

2.06

2.18

Community service

1.49

1.56

Speech

1.26

1.30

Writing

1.20

1.14

Art

.95

1.05

Science

.49

.51

Note.

Maximum number of accomplishments possible per category is 7.

aN = 114-115
bN = 3925-3931
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speech, and science accomplishments.
High school and college extracurricular activites are ranked in
Tables 9 and 10.

For majors, at both educational levels, athletics and

intramurals were participated in more than political, cultural, and
communication activities (debate and literary activities).

There also

seemed to be a general trend to participate in fewer extracurricular
activities in college as compared to high school.

When high school

activities are compared, differences and similarities arose between the
majors and other SDSU students.

Chi-square values reveal larger dif-

ferences in varsity athletics, intramurals, student government, social
clubs, and debate.

In all cases except debate, more majors par-

ticipated than other SDSU students.

Similarities appeared in instru-

mental music and ethnic organization participation.
The percent of majors enjoying physical education classes in
elementary and high school appeared high.

Approximately 91 percent

enjoyed both their elementary and high school physical education
classes.

On this same question it was found that ten percent

(elementary grades) and three percent (junior and senior high grades)
didn't have physical education classes in school.
A large number of variables are contained under the heading of
educational and career plans.

These variables are interest areas, pro-

jected college major, projected career, certainty of projected college
major and projected career, times major was changed, previous majors,
the time the physical education major was selected, how long the major
decision was contemplated, factors influencing college and major selections, parental attitudes toward a college education and the physical
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Tab 1e 9
High School Extracurricular Activity Participation (ACT)

Activity

Percent of
Percent of PE other SDSU
majors parti- students part icipitating in
cipating in
Chi-square
each activitya each activityb
value

Probability
1evel

Varsity Athletics

98

64

58.60

.0001

Intramura 1s

61

49

6.76

.0093

Vocal Music

50

46

o. 51

.4744

In st rumenta 1 Music

46

45

0.08

.7823

Drama, Theater

43

39

0.83

.3621

Student Government

42

34

3. 67

.0555

Religious Organizations

35

41

2.00

.1571

Department a1 Clubs

25

29

0.79

.3753

Social Clubs

17

10

4.63

.0314

Debate

3

11

6.39

.0115

Ethnic Organizations

1

1

o.oo

.9791

aN

= 114-115

bN = 3913-3925
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Table 10
College Extracurricular Activity Participation

Activity

Percent Participating
Actively
Not Actively
Not Interested

Athletics,
Int ramu ra 1s

82

15

3

Partying

48

35

17

School Social
Activities

20

36

44

Religious Activities

14

50

35

Professional, Honor
Societies

4

28

68

Music

3

23

74

Student Government

3

17

79

Cultural Organizations

2

10

88

Debate, Drama

2

12

86

17

82

Journalism, Literary
Activities

l~ote.

H=167
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education major, subjects• attitude toward college and excellence in
course work, projected immediate and ultimate careers, and projected
time in the physical education profession.
The ACT Interest Inventory results showed that technical and
social service areas were most preferred by majors and creative arts
and science were least preferred as career interest areas (Table 11}.
Comparisons via chi-square done between the majors and other SOSU students showed larger differences in the science, social service, and
business detail areas.

The technical area had little difference.

ACT data also revealed what these majors projected as their
college major and career when they were high school seniors.

Over one-

quarter (27%) projected they would be in the education field generally
and an additional 25 percent projected physical education as their
major (Table 12).
percentages.

Eleven other major areas made up the remaining

Regarding confidence in major projection, majors were

similar to other SDSU students (Table 13}.

For both groups, approximate-

ly one-quarter were very sure, one-half fairly sure, and one-quarter
not sure of their projected major.

Projected occupation differed some-

what from projected major (Table 14).

More predicted physical educa-

tion as a career (37%) than physical education as a major (25%).

The

certainty of career projection (Table 15} was very similar to that of
major certainty, with approximately one-quarter being very sure, onehalf fairly sure, and one-quarter not sure.
Major and career certainty are also reflected in the number of
times college major was changed.

It was found that 64 percent changed

their major at least once and 28 percent at least two times (Table 16).
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Table 11
ACT Interest Inventory Results

Interest
area

Other SDSU
PE majorsa studentsb
mean
mean
scores
scores

t-test
value

Probability
level

Science

45.73

51.34

-6.29

.0001

Creative Arts

47.49

48.27

-0.85

.3939

Social Service

50.71

47.04

4.15

.0001

Business Contact

49.60

48.67

1.05

.2929

Business Detai 1

48.20

49.88

-1.99

.0466

Technical

51.90

51.62

0.29

.7689

Note.

Range of standard scores is from 20 to 80.

score is 50.
aN = 115
bN

=

3928

Median standard
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Table 12
Projected College Major (ACT)

Projected
Majors

Percent for each
major

Education

27

Physical Education

25

Health Professions

15

Community Service

8

Social Sciences

7

Agriculture

7

Business

3

Communications

3

Biological Sciences

2

Fine, Applied Arts

1

Home Economics

1

Mathematics
General Studies

Note.

N=lOl
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Table 13
Confidence in Projected Major (ACT)

Percent in each category for:
Confidence
1evel

PE majorsa

All SDSU studentsb

Very sure

26

28

Fairly

45

47

28

25

sur~

Not sure

Note.

All SDSU students includes PE majors.

aN

=

109

bN

=

Approximately 3900
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Table 14
Projected Occupation {ACT)

Projected
Occupation

Percent for each
occupation

Physical Education

37

Health Professions

14

Education

11

Agriculture

9

Community Services

8

Social Services

6

Business

5

Convnunications

4

Biological Sciences

2

Mathematics

2

Note.

N=104
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Table 15
Confidence in First Occupational Choice (ACT)

Percent in each category for:
Confidence

PE majorsa

1evel

All SDSU studentsb

Very sure

22

23

Fairly sure

49

49

Not sure

28

28

Note.

All SDSU students include PE majors.

aN = 109
bN

= Approximately

3900
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Table 16
Number of Previous College Majors

No. of
Majors

Didn't change

Note.

Percent in each
category

36

1

46

2

14

3

4

N=168
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Although 64 percent of the students did come into

physi~al

education

from another area, Schaffer (1963) found that among a group of 14
colleges, most male physical education majors did not change from
another area to major in physical education.

Students came mostly from

general studies, health professions, and agriculture (most recent
major) and physical education, agriculture, general studies, and health
professions (the second most recent major) (Table 17).
Four other factors relate to the majors• educational and career
plans.

The time when physical education was selected as a major is

described in Table 18.
through college.

A majority {85%) decided between grade 10

Similarly, Schaffer (1963) found that most of his

study's male physical education majors chose the major in secondary
school.

Table 19 reveals how long students contemplated majoring in

physical education.

Fifty-four percent took less than one year to

decide while 10 percent took more than four years.

The factors influ-

encing the decision to go to college are shown in Table 20.

In rank

order, career preparation, the opportunity to meet new people, the
chance to learn about interests, the chance to get a better job, and
the chance to get a general education were reasons that were highly
important to at least half of the majors when deciding to go to college.

Nothing better to do and the inability to find a job were

deemed least important in deciding to go to college.

Astin, et al.

(1979) asked a similar question of midwestern college freshmen and
found that over half rated the chance to get a better job, the chance
to learn about interests, the chance to get a general education, to
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Table 17
Number and Area of Previous Majors, if Changed

Percent with this major being:
Major

Most recent

2nd

General Studies

22

4

Health Professions

15

4

Agriculture

10

5

Business, Commerce

8

Education

4

3

Biological Sciences

4

1

Communications

3

Social Sciences

3

Engineering

2

Math

2

3rd

1

Fine Arts
Physical Sciences
Home Economics
Trades
Physical Education

Note.

N=168

7

1

4th

1
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Table

18

When Decided on Physical Education as a Major

Grade level

6th or lower
7 -

Percent in each
category

6

9th

9

1 0 - 12th

46

In call ege

39

Note.

N=167
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Table 19
Time Took to Decide on Physical Education as a Major

Percent in each
category

Time

Less than

month

19

Less than

year

35

1 - 2 years

27

2 - 4 years

9

More than 4 years

Note.

N=l67

10
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Table 20
Reasons for Going to College

Percent considering reason:
Reasons

Highly
important

To prepare for a career

86

13

To meet new peop 1e

74

22

4

To learn about my interests

72

25

3

Wanted to get a better job

58

24

18

Wanted to get a genera 1 education

50

44

6

To prepare for graduate school

35

41

24

Wanted to get away from home

11

44

45

Nothing better to do

8

14

78

Couldn't find a job

8

12

80

ttlte.

N=167

Somewhat
important

Of 1i ttl e,
no importance
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earn more money, and the opportunity to meet new people as very important reasons for going to college.
major selection are ranked.

In Table 21, factors influencing

In rank order, the love of movement, the

desire to work with youth, the preference for working with people over
things, the opportunity to help others, personal athletic skill, and
adventure were reported as highly important factors influencing major
selection for 50 percent or more of the majors.

Reported as least

important factors were the presence of family members in teaching,
family or friends in physical education, and easy courses in physical
education.

On a like question, Pooley (1971) found similar rankings

among United States physical education majors regarding the least
important factors.

However, the highly important factors had a dif-

ferent rank order than in the present study.

Pooley found physical

education was chosen first for its usefulness to society, followed by
the subject's athletic skill and love of movement.

Schaffer (1963)

found that most male physical education majors chose their field
because of work and play experiences in recreation and sport with only
30.4 percent selecting the field to help society to a better way of
life.

Analyzing these results, it appears the present study's majors

rank somewhere between Pooley's and Schaffer's samples in altruistic
motives for selecting their major field.
Other variables related to educational and career plans are
personal and parental attitudes about college in general and the physical education field.

Parents' attitude toward their children's selec-

tion of physical education as a major appeared favorable--56% strongly
approved, 22 percent mildly approved, 18 percent were indifferent, and
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Table 21
Importance of Factors Affecting Physical Education Major Selection

Percent considering the factor:
Of 1i ttl e,
no importance

Highly
important

Somewhat
important

Love movement

83

13

4

Like working with youth

78

22

0

Prefer working with people
rather than things

73

24

3

Opportunity to help others

65

28

7

Athletic skill

60

35

5

Adventure

51

40

9

Leadership opportunities

48

39

13

Chance to be creative

36

50

14

Like classroom teaching

28

49

23

Many job opportunities

15

52

33

Prestige of major

15

42

43

Ensures secure future

13

59

28

Family members in teaching

13

17

70

Family members in physical education

8

11

81

Friends in physical education

4

9

87

Easy courses

2

13

85

Other reasons

14

0

0

Factor

Note.

N=165

f
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4 percent mildly disapproved.

On a similar variable, Schaffer (1963)

reported that many physical education students were advised not to
enter the field by parents, friends, and school personnel.

The main

reasons given were low salaries, a waste of intellectual talents, and
low profession prestige.

Although the variables are not directly

comparable, it seems the present study's majors received more parental
approval of their profession selection than did those majors studied by
Schaffer.

For the majors, a college education was deemed important for

success in life--55 percent thought a college education was extremely
important for success, 34 percent considered it quite important, 10
percent considered it somewhat important, and 2 percent considered it
not important.

Although college was thought to be important for suc-

cess, excellence in course work was not considered as important--25
percent thought excellence in course work was extremely important, 53
percent thought it quite important, 21 percent considered it somewhat
important, and 1 percent thought it not important.

On a related

question, Reichard et al. (1976) found that 80 percent of a sample of
college freshmen believed good grades were very important.
The last educational and career plan questions dealt with immediate and ultimate careers.

Table 22 shows the teaching/coaching com-

bination as the most preferred immediate career (62%).

Graduate

study, coaching alone, teaching alone, the reason of career uncertainty,
and other careers were far less frequent choices.

As determined in

further analysis, when the choice was for a teaching or coaching
career, the junior and senior high level was the most preferred level
(59%), the elementary level next (15%), and the college level the third
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Table 22
Immediate Career Plans

Career
Area

Percent in each
category

Teaching/Coaching

62

Graduate Study

9

Don't Know

9

Other

9

Coaching

7

Teaching

4

Note.

N=l68
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choice (10%).

The projected occupation at career peak (Table 23)

appeared similar to initial projections, with 58 percent projecting
teaching/coaching as their ultimate career.

Table 24 projects how long

the majors intend to be in the physical education field.

Half (50%)

intend to stay in the field 11 years or more and 6 percent won't be in
the profession at all.
Characteristics of socialization settings.

The characteristics

of the following settings have been described in this study--family,
school, and community.

Regarding the family setting, most majors'

families {64%) and other SDSU students' families (70%) are reported as
having annual incomes above $9,000 {Table 25).

A comp~rison between

the two groups revealed the following chi-square, ~2 (9)

=

10.13,

£

=

.3405.
The educational and occupational level of the parents and the
family sport participation frequency are other family setting variables.
Over half of the fathers were either farm owners (31%), business owners
(14%), or skilled craftsmen (13%) (Table 26).

Over half of the mothers

were either homemakers (41%), clerical workers (17%), or teachers (10%)
(Table 27).
occupations.

Two other studies were found that described parental
Astin et al. (1979) found that the most frequently named

parental occupations of midwestern college students were business
manager (31%), skilled worker (10%), and engineer (8%) for fathers and
homemaker (33%), clerical worker (10%), and businesswoman (8%) for
mothers.

Malumphy (1970), in a study of women intercollegiate tennis

and golf players, found that fathers• occupations were mainly professional/managerial/technical (70%) and mothers• occupations were mainly

I
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Table 23
Projected Occupation at Career Peak

Occupation

Percent in each
category

Teaching/Coaching

58

Other

23

Coaching

12

Teaching

4

Teaching/Research

3

Note.

N=l67
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Table 24
Projected Time in Physical Education Profession

Years

Won't be in profession

Percent in each
category

6

5

14

5 - 10

30

11 - 1 5

12

over 15

38

1 -

Note.

N=l63
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Table 25
Estimated Family Income (ACT)

Percent in each category for:
Yearly Income

PE majorsa

Less than $ 3,000

Other SDSU studentsb

5

3

3,000 - 5,999

7

5

6,000 - 7,499

2

5

7,500 - 8,999

3

6

9,000 -11 '999

15

13

12,000 -14,999

19

15

1 5 , 000 -1 9 '000

11

16

20,000 and over

19

18

Consider Confidential

18

19

Note.

Chi -square results: x2 (9)

aN = 112
bN = 3787

=

10.13, E. = • 3405.
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Table 26
Father•s Occupation

Occupation

Percent with father in
that occupation

Farm Owner

31

Business Owner

14

Skilled Craftsman

13

Administrator

4

Executive

4

Health Professional

4

Teacher

4

Salesman

4

Laborer

4

Machine Operator

3

Service Worker

3

Artist, Entertainer, Athlete

1

Social Worker

1

Engineer, Architect
Physical Scientist
Protective Service Worker

1

Other Occupations

8

Note.

N=166
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Table 27
Mother•s Occupation

Occupation

Percent with mother in
that category

Homemaker

41

Clerical Worker

17

Teacher

10

Health Professional

8

Business Owner

5

Service Worker

5

Farm Owner

4

Administrator
Executive

1

Social Worker

1

Saleswoman

1

Skilled Worker

1

Other Occupations

4

Note.

N=167
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homemaking (60%) and secretarial (12%).

Regarding

hig~est

educational

attainment, most parents attained high school graduation (79% of

father~,

92% of mothers) and a smaller percentage completed bachelor's through
doctoral degrees (28% of fathers and 20% of mothers) (Table 28).
Comparing the parents, more mothers than fathers had attained high
school graduation, some university course work, and a bachelor's
degree.

More fathers than mothers had attained a master's or doctoral

degree.

A number of other researchers have investigated the educa-

tional attainment of college students• parents. Compared to the distribution in Table 28, Astin's et al. (1979) midwestern percentages were
all within 4 percent of this study's percentages.

Reichard et al.

(1976) was within 5 percent for fathers and 6% for mothers.

One excep-

tion was the mother's high school graduate category, where Reichard
found 10 percent fewer mothers in that category.

When compared to the

present study, generally lower parental educational attainment was
discovered in studies by Moore (1977) (New York 2-year college women)
and "Some Characteristics" (1976} (post-secondary Canadian students).
The last family variable is family sports participation.

No clear pat-

tern of family sports participation developed (Table 29).

Although 33

percent of the families participated in sports together at least once
per week, almost as many participated less frequently than once

pe~

month and 19 percent didn't participate together at all in family
sports.
The school setting is the second socialization setting described
The school setting included high school size and type, the perceived
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Table 28
Parent's Highest Educational Attainment

Education
Level

Percent with father
at that level

No formal schooling
Elementary

Percent with mother
at that 1eve 1

0

9

1

Some High School

11

7

High School

31

43

· Trade School

7

3

Some University

13

19

Bachelor's Degree

16

17

Master•s, Ph. D.

12

3
2

Other

Note.

f~=l67
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Table 29
Frequency of Family Sport Participation

Frequency

Percent in each
category

1/week

33

1/month

21

Less frequent than 1/month

27

0

19

Note.

N=l66
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quality of school physical education facilities, years _physical education was taken in high school, frequency of high school physical

educa~

tion classes, physical education class size and the perceived value
held for sport by high school teachers and students.
Table 30 reveals that the most common high school class size i s
between 25 and 99 students for both the majors and other SDSU students.
Chi-square between the groups produced a value of ~2 (6) = 0.65, ~ =
.1404.

Both groups also attended the same type of high school; 97 per-

cent or more attended public schools (Table 31).
Other school setting variables investigated were junior and
senior high physical education facilities (Table 32).
thought indoor facilities were average (59%).
thought indoor facilities were excellent.
ities appeared somewhat worse.

Most majors

Almost a third (30%)

The rating of outdoor facil-

Half (50%) of the majors considered

outdoor facilities average, 28 percent considered them excellent, but
21 percent considered them poor.
Tables 33-35 illustrate the opportunities that were available
for physical education and sport.

Majors had classes either two

years (37%) or four years (32%) in high school.

A majority (85%) had

classes two or more years (Table 33) and most (74%) had
three times per week (Table 34).

classes two to

Table 35 reveals that most physical

education classes had 21 to 30 students (58%), and that almost threefourths (74%) had more than 20 students per class.
The occurrence of co-educational physical education classes was
also reported.

It was found that 25 percent reported co-educational

classes in all activities, a higher percentage reported co-educational
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Table 30
High School Graduating Class Size (ACT}

Percent in each category for:
Number of
Students

PE majorsa

Other SDSU studentsb

10

8

99

53

45

100 - 199

7

14

200 - 399

14

20

400 - 599

9

7

600 - 899

7

5

900 or more

0

1

Fewer than 25
25 -

Note.
aN

=

Chi-square results:
115

bN = 3926

x2 (6)

= 9.65, ..e.= .1404.
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Table 31
High School Type (ACT)

Percent in each category for:
High School
type

Public

PE majorsa

Other SDSU studentsb

98

97

Catholic

2

2

Other types

0

1

aN = 115
bN = 3928
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Table 32
Ratings of Community and School Facilities

Community Recreational
Facilities
Rating

Indoor

Outdoor

Junior, Senior High Physical
Education Facilities
Indoor

Outdoor

Excellent

26

34

30

28

Average

49

47

59

50

Poor

19

16

10

21

6

3

None in
community

Note.

N=l66
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Table 34
Frequency of High School Physical Education Classes

Times/Week

0

Percent in each
category

4

1

2

32

3

42

4

17

5

4

Note.

N=167
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Table 35
Average High School Physical Education Class Size

No. of
Students

Less than 10

Percent in each
category

1

10 - 20

25

21 - 30

58

More than 30

16

Note.

N=165
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classes in at least some activities (46%), and 29 percent had no coeducational classes.
The last school setting variable is the perceived value held
for sport and physical activity by high school teachers and high school
students.

High school students were perceived as valuing sport and

physical activity more highly than high school teachers--31 percent
more high school students than teachers perceived sport and physical
activity as highly important (Table 36).

A vast majority of each group

(at least 94%) perceived sport and physical activity as having at least
some importance.
The community was the last socialization setting described.
This setting included community size, community recreational facilities,
and the majors• perception of attitudes of the community toward sport.
Majors seem to come from a wide variety of community sizes,
most (57%) coming from communities with under 2,000 people (Table 37).
When majors and other SDSU students were compared using chi-square,
differences emerged, ~2 (8) = 19.63, ~ = .012.

Many majors thought

community recreational facilities were of an average rating (49% for
indoor and 47% for outdoor facilities) (Table 32).

Compared to junior

and senior high school physical education facilities, majors rated
indoor school facilities slightly higher than indoor community facilities
but outdoor community facilities slightly higher than outdoor school
facilities.

On the whole, community and school sport and physical

activity facilities were rated average or excellent by a majority (75%)
of the majors.
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Table 36
Perceived Importance of Sport and Physical Activity in the Community_
and Schools

Percent perce1v1ng the following people•s
attitudes as falling into each category

Importance

People in
Community

High School
Teachers

High School
Students

Highly important

59

38

69

Somewhat important

39

56

26

2

6

5

Of little, no
importance

Note.

N=166
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Table 36 represents the perceived importance of sport and physical activity in the community.

A majority {59%) thought community

members perceived these activities as highly important and a small
minority {2%) thought community members perceived sport and physical
activity as having little or no importance.

When community members and

high school personnel were compared, those perceived as seeing these
activities as most important were high school students, followed by
community members, and then high school teachers.

On the whole, most

majors {94% or more) perceived all three groups as seeing sport and
physical activity as either somewhat or highly important.
The perceived influence of socialization agents.

The perceived

influence of other people on the selection of physical education as a
major is shown in Table 38.

In rank

order~

the coach/physical

educator~

father, mother, and college teacher were considered highly important by
at least 20 percent of the majors.
considered least important.

Siblings and other relatives were

In other analysis, when majors were asked

which of these people were the most important, the coach/physical educator was the leader (45%), followed by the father (15%), and self (11%).
Similar findings were obtained by Pooley (1971) and Schaffer (1963).
Pooley found that, in rank order, coaches (40%), physical education
teachers (27%), and fathers (9%) were the most significant others .
influencing American students to enter the physical education field.
Schaffer found that the person most influential in a student•s decision
to major in physical education was the person himseif.

Dealing with

al _l university majors, Northby (1970) found that the high school
teacher (29%), other adults (25%), father (16%), and mother (13%) were
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Table 37
Home Community Population (ACT)

Percent in each category for:
Community
Populations

PE majorsa

Farm

Other SDSU studentsb

26

39

7

5

500 - 1 ,999

24

13

2,000 - 9,999

16

12

1 0,000 - 49,999

15

20

50,000 - 249,999

12

10

250,000 or higher

0

1

Less than 500

Note.

Chi-square results: x2 (8)

aN = 114
bN

=

3913

=

19.63, ~

=

.0118
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Table 38
Importance of People on Physical Education Major Selection

Percent considering the person:

Person

Highly
important

Coach/Physical Educator

55

31

14

Father

22

39

39

Mother

20 .

44

36

College teacher(s)

20

36

44

Male friend{s)

18

38

44

Other (Se 1f)

17

Classroom teacher(s)

16

41

43

Female friend(s)

15

39

46

School counselor

12

30

58

Sister(s)

8

27

65

Other relative

8

20

72

Brother(s)

7

33

60

Note.

N=165

Somewhat
important

Of 1itt 1e, no
importance
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rated the most influential on major choice.
Table 39 indicates the athletic status of the people described
in Table 38.

In rank order, male friends, the coach/physical educator,

female friends, brothers, and fathers were all reported as being athletes by at least two-thirds of the majors.

Those reported as being

athletes least often were school counselors, mothers, and sisters.
Past sport and sport-related activities.

The last category of

data is the majors' past sport and sport-related activities.

Sport-

related activities were those dealing with teaching, leading, and
officiating.
Teaching experiences were reported by 92 percent of the majors,
and occurred in school, out of school, and informally {Table 40).

Of

those majors who did have teaching experiences, the greatest percentage
{46%) had the experience in a school setting.
It was apparent that many majors had at least one leadership
experience in all three areas described:

for sport positions 97 per-

cent reported at least one leadership experience, for school positions
85 percent reported at least one leadership experience, and for
non-sport non-school positions 74 percent reported at least one leadership experience (Table 41).

Leadership positions were held most often

in sport, followed by school positions, and then non-school non-sport
positions.
Table 42 lists the number of interscholastic sports that were
officiated.

Although a large percentage {44%) reported no officiating

experience, 40 percent reported officiated in one to two sports and 16
percent in three or more sports.
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Table 39
Others Who Were Athletes

Others

Percent of others who
were reported as athletes

Male friend(s)

95

Coach/PE Teacher

92

Female friend(s)

85

Brother(s)

76

Father

67

Other re 1at i ve

64

College teacher(s)

60

Classroom teacher(s)

52

Sister(s)

41

Mother

25

School counselor

20

Note.

N=168
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Table 40
Occurrence of Teaching Experiences in Sport

Response

Percent in each
category

Yes, in schoo 1

46

Yes, with non-school group

25

Yes, informally

21
8

No

Note.

N=l67
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Table 41
Frequency of Leadership Positions

Percent in each category for:

Frequency

Sport
Positions

School
Positions

Non-school, Nonsport Positions

3

15

26

1 - 2

28

41

46

3 - 4

23

21

15

Above 4

46

23

13

0

Note.

N=168
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Table 42
Number of Interscholastic Sports Officiated

Percent in each
category

Number

44

0

17
2

23

3

9

Above 3

Note.

7

N=168
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This study also described the majors• level of participating
in, attending, viewing, listening to, reading about, and discussing
sports.

The sport participation level appeared high, with 76 percent

(during elementary years) and at least 84 percent (during the junior
and senior high years) reporting participation six or more hours per
week (Table 43).

An error in questionnaire labeling prevented direct

comparison between the elementary and junior and senior high (JH/SH)
years, but it appeared that the participation level increased as the
subjects got older.
Related to sport participation is the kind of sports participated in.

Table 44 ranks sports according to what percentage of

majors participated in each sport.

Basketball, baseball/softball,

swimming, and football were participated in most at both the elementary
and JH/SH levels.

Sports such as fencing, the martial arts, ice and

field hockey, and downhill and cross-country skiing were participated
in least at both age levels.

When comparing the two age levels, there

are some sport participation differences.

Jogging/running, bowling,

volleyball, tennis, dance, badminton, golf, archery, canoeing/sailing ,
and racquetball were all reported as being participated in by 17-29
percent more majors, going from the elementary to JH/SH years.

The

percent participating also increased for every other sport listed, _
except the percent increases

~ere

not as great.

Generally, the table

suggests that as the subjects got older, they participated more in
sports.
Two other variables related to sports participation.

It was

reported that 65 percent of the majors participated in at least three high
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Table 43
Time Spent Participating in Sport and Physical Activity

Hours/Week

Percent participating
Elementary years

0-2

7

3-5

18

6-8

17

9-12

14

Above 12

45

Junior, Senior ·High years
0

1-2

2

3-4

5

5-6

8

Above 6

Note.

84

f~=168
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Table 44
Sports Participated in at Different Ages

Percent participating during:

Sport

Elementary
years

Junior, Senior High
years

Basketball

86

93

Baseball/Softball

87

91

Track and Field

82

Swimming

74

80

Jogging/Running

56

79

Bowling

51

74

Football

70

71

Volleyball

41

70

Tennis

30

67

Recreational
Activities

60

65

Bicycling

60

64

Fishing

61

61

Dance

40

61

Camping/Hiking

41

53

Badminton

36

53

Golf

27

49
46

Weight Training
Gymnastics

30

41

Archery

14

39
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Table 44 (Continued)

Percent participating during:
Elementary
years

Sport

Junior, Senior High
years

Soccer

29

38

Canoing/Sailing

14

35

7

26

Racquetball/Handball
Wrestling

26

Skiing-Cross-Country,
Down hi 11

12

24

Hockey-Ice, Field

14

19

3

7

Martial Arts

4

Scuba
Fencing

0

Note: Ranking was done according to the junior, senior high participation level.

N=168

I
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school interscholastic sports and 95 percent participated in at least
two (Table 45).

Responses to another question revealed that of grades

9-12, over 70 percent of the majors reported participation in sport
every year and over 80 percent reported participation for at least
three years of grades 9-12.
The level of attending sporting events as a spectator is shown
in Table 46.

During the elementary years, 30 percent reported they

attended five or more hours per week.

This changed during the JH/SH

years, with 54 percent reporting attendance of five or more hours per
week.

The general trend was that as the subjects got older, they

attended sporting events more often.
events is cheerleading participation.

Related to attending sporting
It was found that 27 percent of

the majors had been a cheerleader at least once.
During the elementary years, most majors (60%) said they watched
from one to four hours of sports per week on television.

During the

JH/SH years there was a shift to watching more sports (Table 47).

The

trend was that the older they became, the more they viewed sports on
television.
Compared to watching sports on television, less time was reported
listening to sports; during the elementary years 92 percent listened two
hours or less per week and during the JH/SH years 70 percent listened
two hours or less per week (Table 48).

By comparison, as the subjects

moved from the elementary to JH/SH years, they tended to listen more to
sports on the radio.
During the elementary years most majors said they read from zero
to two hours per week about sport (81%), but during the JH/SH years
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Table 45
Number of High School Interscholastic Sports Participated In

No. of
Sports

Percent for each
number

3

0

2
2

30

3

44

4 or more

21

Note.

N=168
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Table 46
Time Spent Attending Sporting Events

Percent attending during:
Hours/Week

0

Elementary Years

Junior, Senior High Years

8

1 - 2

32

8

3 - 4

30

37

5 - 6

10

20

Above 6

20

34

Note.

N=l68
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Table 47
Time Spent Watching Sport on Television

Percent watching during:
Hours/Week

0

Elementary Years

Senior, Junior High Years

10

3

1 - 2

28

21

3 - 4

32

31

5 - 6

11

21

Above 6

19

24

Note.

N=l68
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Table 48
Time Spent Listening to Sport on the Radio

Percent listening during:
Hours/Week

Elementary Years

Junior, Senior High Years

50

27

42

43

4

7

17

5 - 6

0

5

0

1 - 2
3

Above 6

Note.

8

N;;:;167
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most reported they read from one to four hours about sport (73%) (Table
49).

There seemed to be a shift to reading more about sport as the

subjects moved from the elementary to JH/SH level.
Discussing sport is reported in Table 50.

During the elemen-

tary years most majors (54%) said they discussed sport one to two hours
per week, with 29 percent discussing sport four or more hours per week.
The JH/SH distribution had over half (52%) reporting that they discussed
sport four or more hours per week.

There appeared to be an increase in

sport discussion as the majors increased in age.
When comparing the levels of participating in, attending, viewing, listening to, reading about, and discussing sport (Tables 43, 46-50)
a rank order can be made from those activities engaged in most (in hours
per week) to those engaged in least.

When this is done, the rank order

is (1) participating in, (2) attending, (3) viewing, (4) discussing,
(5) reading about, and (6) listening to sports.
Summary
This chapter contained the analysis and discussion of the results.
The summary of the results will be presented in the following order:
1.

Socio-demographic and personal characteristics of the majors

2.

Characteristics of socialization settings

3.

The perceived influence of socialization agents

4.

Past sport and sport-related activities

Socio-demographic and personal variables.
Regarding socio-demographic and personal variables, majors were
made up of 46 percent male and 54 percent female members.

Three-

fourths were or expected to be married in the next three to five years.
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Table 49
Time Spent Reading About Sport

Percent reading during:
Hours/Week

Elementary Years

Junior, Senior High Years

27

7

2

54

40

3 - 4

11

33

5 - 6

5

12

Above 6

3

8

0

1

Note.

N=168
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Table 50
Time Spent Discussing Sport

Percent discussing during:
Hours/Week

Elementary Years

0

6

1

24

8

2

30

21

3

ll

18

4

6

13

23

39

Above 4

Note.

N±:167

Junior, Senior High Years
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Political views were middle-of-the-road for almost hal_f (49%) of the
majors with liberal (24%) and conservative (26%} persuasions making up
the remaining percentages.

Most majors (73%} earned at least one-

quarter of their college expenses themselves.
also discussed.

Academic variables were

The majors generally ranked themselves lower on high

school class rank, estimated high school grade point average (GPA), and
estimated college GPA.

The majors• American College Testing (ACT) aca-

demic scores were lower than other South Dakota State University (SDSU)
students on all scores, at the£= .0001 level, using a t-test.
and career variables were the last personal variables.

School

Majors reported

most of their accomplishments in the athletic and leadership areas and
high school and college activities in athletics and intramurals.

Voca-

tional interests were described for both the majors and other SDSU
students.

Majors were more interested in the social service area,!

(4043} = 4.15, l = .0001.

Other SDSU students were more interested in

the science, 1 (4043) = -6.29, l = .0001, and business detail areas,!
(4043) = 1.99, l = .0466.

When they were high school seniors, both

groups predicted almost identical values for major and career certainty-approximately one-quarter were very sure, one-half fairly sure, and
one-quarter not sure of their selections.

Most highly ranked factors

affecting physical education major selection were the love of

mov~ment,

an enjoyment in working with youth, and the preference to work with
people rather than things.

The teaching/coaching combination was the

preferred immediate (62%) and ultimate career (58%).

Half (50%} also

predicted they would stay in the physical education field 11 or more
years.

'---
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Characteristics of socialization settings.
The second group of variables were characteristics of socialization settings.

In the family setting, the largest percent (31%) of

the fathers were farm owners and the largest percent (41%) of the
mothers were homemakers.

Most parents (79% of fathers and 92% of

mothers) had also attained at least high school graduation.

In the

school setting, high school type was characterized by 97 percent or
more of both majors and other SDSU students attending public schools.
At least 78 percent of the majors considered all school physical education facilities average or excellent.
sonnel was also reported.

The attitude of high school per-

Most majors (69%) perceived high school stu-

dents as valuing sport and physical activity highly, compared to 38
percent who perceived high school teachers as valuing sport and physical activity highly.

'
In the community setting, at least 75 percent

thought that community recreational facilities were average or excellent.

Regarding community member attitudes, 59 percent of the majors

perceived community members as valuing sport and physical activity
highly.
The perceived influence of socialization agents.
The third group of variables was the perceived influence of
socialization agents.

The coach/physical educator appeared to be a

very influential agent in influencing these subjects' major selection-45 percent of the majors ranked that person as most influential on
thei_r choice.

Following the coach/physical educator, 15 percent

thought the father and 11 percent thought self was most influential on
major selection.
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Past sport and sport-related activities.
The fourth group of variables were sport and sport-related
activities.

Sport teaching activities were reported by 92 percent of

the majors, with 46 percent of that percentage reporting the experience
in a school setting.

One or more sport leadership experiences were

reported by 97 percent of the majors, one or more school leadership
experiences by 85 percent, and one or more non-sport non-school
leadership

experiences by 74 percent.

In officiating, 56 percent of

the majors reported at least one experience.

Other sport and sport-

related activities were participating in, attending, viewing, listening
to, reading about, and discussing sports.

All these activities were

reported as being engaged in for greater amounts of time when going
from the elementary level to the junior and senior high level.

These

activities were also ranked according to activities engaged in most (in
hours per week) to those engaged in least.
was:

The resulting rank order

(1) participating in, (2) attending, (3) viewing, (4) discussing,

(5) reading about, and (6) listening to sports.

Specifically related

to high school participation, it was found that 95 percent of the
majors said they participated in two or more high school sports and 70
percent said they participated in sports every year of grades 9-12.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to describe selected sociodemographic characteristics of South Dakota State University undergraduate physical education majors during the Spring semester, 1981.

This

chapter presents the summary, findings, conclusions, and implications
of the study.
Summary
The above stated purpose of describing South Dakota State
University (SDSU) physical education majors (N=168) was achieved
through the use of three measures--the American College Testing (ACT)
Interest Inventory and Student Profile Section (liSPS), ACT academic
tests, and a locally developed socio-demographic questionnaire.
Selection of socio-demographic variables was based on a review of
socialization theories (social role, social learning, and reference
group).

The review of research supporting the occurrence of socializa-

tion and particularly the influence of social and demographic factors
substantiated the use of socio-demographic variables.
In order to examine these socio-demographic variables, the ACT
liSPS described students' interest areas; educational plans; family
background; and high school information, extracurricular activities,
and out-of-class accomplishments.

The ACT academic tests measured

English usage, math usage, social studies reading, and natural science
reading.

A composite score was also given.

The locally developed

questionnaire measured personal characteristics, characteristics of
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socialization settings, the effects of socialization

a~ents,

and past

sport and sport-related activities.
The data obtained from the above measures were then described
in tabular form and analyzed in Chapter IV of this study.

ACT liSPS

and academic data were gathered on both the physical education majors
and other SDSU students.

On liSPS data, the chi-square test was com-

puted between the two groups.

On academic data, t-tests were computed

between the groups.
Findings of the Study
The major findings of this study are listed below:
1.

The physical education majors ranked lower academically than

their peers at South Dakota State University (SDSU) on measures of
estimated high school GPA, expected college GPA, and on all Amerjcan
College Testing (ACT) academic scores,! (4094)

= -5~61

to -8.35, £ =

.0001.

2.

The majors had the most high school out-of-class accomplish-

ments in athletics and leadership areas.

In these two areas the majors

had more accomplishments than other SDSU students.
3.

Regarding high school extracurricular activities, majors

participated chiefly in athletics and intramurals.

They participated

in these two activities more than other SDSU students.

In most other

high school activities, the majors' participation resembled that of
other SDSU students.

In college extracurricular activities, athletics/

intramurals were reported most frequently as a participation area.
4.

When the majors were high school seniors, interest in tech-

nical and social service areas appeared high and interest in the
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science area appeared lower.
5.

As high school seniors, 25 percent of the majors predicted·

they would enter the physical education major.

Over 37 percent of the

majors predicted they would enter the physical education profession.
Over half (64%) changed their college major at least once and when they
did change into physical education, most students came from the
general studies and health profession curriculums.
6.

In rank order, career preparation, the opportunity to meet

new people, the chance to learn about interests, the chance to get a
better job, and the chance to get a general education were reasons that
were reported as highly important to at least half of the majors when
deciding to go to college.
7.

In rank order, the love of movement, the desire to work with

youth, the preference for working with people over things, the opportunity to help others, personal athletic skill, and adventure were
reported as highly important factors influencing major selection for 50
percent or more of the majors.
8.

Generally, the majors had parental approval of their pres -

ence at college and their presence in the physical education major.
9.

Majors (55%) perceived college completion as extremely

important for success in life and excellence in course work as extremely
important for their personal satisfaction (25%).

College completion

was considered more important than excellence in course work.
10 • . Most majors (58-62%) planned to have both teaching and
coaching as immediate and ultimate careers.

Most (80%) planned to

remain in the physical education profession more than five years.
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11.

Regarding parental data, the occupations_of the majors'

fathers were farm owners (31%), business owners (14%), or skilled
craftsmen (13%).

The mothers were mainly homemakers (41%), clerical

workers (17%), or teachers (10%).

Educationally, most of the parents

(72% or more) had attained high school graduation or higher.
12.

Community recreational facilities were perceived as being

mostly average (by 47-49%), as were junior and senior high physical
education facilities (by 50-59%).
13.

Three variables were related to the opportunities

available for participation in sport and physical activity.

Most

majors (85%) took physical education two to four years in high school,
most (91%) had physical education classes from two to four times per
week, and most (83%) had from 10 to 30 students per physical education class.
14.

The majors perceived others as placing an importance on

sport and physical activity.

Majors predicted that 69 percent of high

school students, 38 percent of high school teachers, and 59 percent of
community members placed a high importance on sport and physical
activity.
15.

Over half of the majors (59%) came from farms and com-

munities under 2,000 people.
16.

In rank order, the coach/physical educator, father,

mother, and college teacher were considered as highly important
influences on the decision to enter the physical education field by 20
percent or more of the majors.
17.

Most majors (92%) did have at least one teaching
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experience in sport and at least one leadership position in sport
(97%), school (85%), or non-school, non-sport areas (74%).
18.

The level of participating in, attending, viewing,

listening to, reading about, and discussing sport increased from elementary to junior and senior high school (JH/SH).
19.

A rank order can be made of those sport-related activities

engaged in most to those engaged in least.

That order is (1} par-

ticipating in, (2) attending, (3) viewing, (4) discussing, (5) reading
about, and (6} listening to sport.
20.

In rank order, basketball, baseball/softball, swimming, and

football were reported as being participated in most at both the elementary and junior, senior high level.
21.

Many majors (95%) participated in at least two interscho-

lastic sports and most (70%) participated in sport every year from
grades 9 through 12.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are derived from an analysis of the
findings:
1.

South Dakota State University {SDSU} physical education

majors rank lower academically than their peers at SDSU.
2.

As the subjects increased in age (elementary to junior,

senior high level), there was an increase in the reported time spent
engaging in sport and sport-related activities (participating in,
attending, viewing, listening to, reading about, and discussing sport).
Implications
As additional research is conducted on student populations
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regarding the effects of socializing factors, several implications for
future research arise.

One implication is that additional quantitattve

research can be done; research that is similar to the present study.
Such research would describe other target populations of physical education majors on socialization variables, other university majors on
like variables, and larger quantities of socialization variables.
When this is done, similarities and differences can be discovered between target populations of physical education majors and between
majors and other university students.
A second implication is that, by using other research methods,
such as the case study, interview, or observation, more qualitative
data can be obtained.

For example, compared to other university

students, physical education majors scored lower on all American
I

College Testing measures of academic ability.

Future investigations

might consider why majors ranked lower than other students and if this
finding was related to motives for entering the physical education
major.
Another finding was that majors reported the most accomplishments in athletic and leadership areas.

Most frequently reported

extracurricular activities were athletics and intramurals.

Considera-

tion might be given to discussing the relationship between various
levels of participation in these sport activities and being a physical
education major.
This study described reasons that physical education majors had
for going to college.

The question of why certain reasons were chosen

above others could be studied and motives identified.

The above
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question could also be applied to reasons for entering a major field.
Regarding the influence of other people on the majors• decision
to enter physical education, certain people appeared more influential
than others.

The coach/physical educator, father, mother, and college

teacher were rated highly important.

Future investigations could study:

(1) why the coach/physical educator ranked most important in influencing

major selection, or (2) the nature of this person's influence

(verbal persuasion, example, personality, etc.).
Most majors had at least one sport teaching experience (92%),
one sport leadership experience (97%), one school leadership experience
(85%), and one non-sport, non-school leadership experience (74%).
quality of these experiences, however, was not described.

The

It is not

known whether these experiences added anything to the students• leading
and teaching skills.

Further research could determine what subjects

did in these teaching and leading roles and what the subjects• perceptions of such experiences were.
Most likely, one factor is not solely responsible for influencing these students• thoughts and decisions.
influences.

Many factors are probable

Future research could study these factors and even explore

the strengths and interactions

of various factors.

However, before

such investigations are warranted, it must be known which factors appear
to affect behavior at all.

This is discovered through descriptive

research, of which the present study is an example.
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ID Number

--------

Ago _ _ __

Sex

----

Year tn School
Q;Ji"e

2

3

4

5

---------------------Elementary Age

When you wero elementary age (5-I 1):
I. How many hours per week did

activity?-----

I)
2)
3)
4)

5)

you~

part In any sport or physicai

0-2 hrs.
3-5 hrs·.
6-8 hrs.
9-12 hrs.
above 12

2. How many hours per week did you spend ln attending sports events as a
spectator?
I > 0 hrs.
2) 1-2 hrs.
3) 3-4 hrs.
4) 5-6 hrs.
5) above 6

3. How much i"ima each week did you spend In
I)
2)

0 hrs.
1-2 hrs.

3)

3-4 hrs.
5-6 hrs.
above 6

4)

5)

\'tatchl~

events on

"tel~vision_?

4 . . How much time each week did you spend In listening to sports events

on the radio?
I)
2)

3)

4)
5)

0 hrs.
1-2 hrs.
3-4 hrs.
5-6 hrs.
above 6

5. How much time did you spend each v.·eek readlr;g about sports?
I)

2)
3)
4)

5)

0 hrs.
1-2 hrs.
3-4 hrs.
5-6 hrs.
above 6
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6. How much time did you spend each week
I)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)

rn

discussing or speuklng. about sport?

0 hrs.

I hr.
2 hrs.
3 hrs.
4 hrs.
above 4

7. Generally, did you enjoy Physical Education classes In elementary school?

I>

2)

3)

Yes
No
Didn't have physical education classes in elementary school

8. What sports did you take part in (either In or out of school l? Scholces.

5)
6)

Archery
Badminton
Baksetba II
Bowling
Camping, hiking
Cycl lng

7)

D~nce

8)
9)

Fencing
Fishing
Footba II
Golf

I>

2)
3)
4)

10)
II)

12)
13)
14)
15)
16.)

. 17)

Gymnastics
Hockey: Ice,
Field
Jogging,
Running
Martial ArtsKarate, Judo,
etc.
Racquetball,
Handba II
Recreational
Activities

Junior and Senior

18)
19)

20)
21)
22)

23)
24)
25)
26)

Sailing, Canoeing
Skiing: X-C, 00\•mhl II
Softtal I, Baseball
Soccer
s~., lmmi ng
Tennis
Volleyball
Wrest! i r.g
Others:

Hlgh Age

When you were junior and senior high age Cl2-18 years):
9.

How many hours per week did you participate In any sport or physical activity?
I)
2>
3)
4>

5)

0 hrs.
1-2 hrs.
3-4 hrs.

5-6 hrs.
above 6

10. How much time each week did you spend In attending sports events as a

spectator?
I)

0 hrs.

2)

i-2 hrs.

3)

3-4 hrs.

4)

5-6 hrs.
above 6

5)
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II. How much time each week dfd you spend In Jlstenln~ to sports events on

the radio?
I)

2)
3)
4)
5)

0 hrs.
1-2 hrs.
3-4 hrs.
5-6 hrs.
above 6

12. HoH much time each week did you spend In wat-:hlng_ events on television?
I)
2)

3)
4)
5)

0 hrs.
1-2 hrs.
3-4 hrs.
5-6 hrs.
above 6

13. How much tlme did you spend each week reading about sport?
J)

2)

3}
4)
5)

0 hrs.
1-2 hrs.
3-4 hrs.
5-6 hrs.
above 6

14. How much time did you spend each week in discussing or

spenkin~

about

sport?
I)
2)
3)

15.

0 hrs.
I hr.
2 hrs.

4)

3 hrs.

5)

4 hrs.

6)

above 4

w~re

you ever on a cheerleadlng squad?

I>

Yes

2>

No

16. Generally, did you enjoy physical education

cla~ses

ln junior and senior

high school?
J>

Yes

2>

No

3)

Did not have physical education In junior or senior hlgh
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17. \'/hat sports did you take part In?
your choices.
I)

II)

Archery
BGdminton
Bnsket-ba I I
Bowl! ng
Camping, Hiking
Canoeing,
Sal I lng
Cycl lng
Dance,
a II types
Fencir;g
Fishing
Footba II

12)

Golf

2)
.3)

4)

5)
6)

7)
8)
9)

10)

13)
I4 >

15)
16)

17)

18)
19)

20)
21)

(either In or- out of

Gymnastics
Hockey: Ice,
Field
Jcgging, Running
Mz:lrtlal ArtsKarate, Judo, etc.
Racquetba I I,
Handball
Recreational
Activities, game~
Skiing: x-c,
00\'lnh Ill
Scuba Dlvtng
Softba II,
Baseba II

22)
23)
24)
25)
26)

27)
28)

school).~

~

Soccer
s. .il~m i ng
Tennis
Tr<Jck & F Je I d
Vol/ cyba II
Welght Training,
Ll ftl ng
Others:

18. Did you have teaching or teaching-like experiences tn which you hefped
others wtth sports or physical activity?

Yes, thls occurred tn school
Yes, this occurr·ed with a non-school group
3) Yes, thls occurred on an Informal basis with neighbors, family, or
others.
4 ) ' No , I d I d n ' t
f)

2)

19. How often did this experlence occur?
I)

2)

3)

(Referring to question 18)

Once or more a week
Less often than once a week
This question does not apply

20. How mnny times have you held a leadership position, such as a captain of a
~port team or leader of a physical or leisure activity?

•

f)
2>
3)
4)

0 times
1-2 times
3-4 times
above 4 times

21. How many other In-school leadership positions have you held outside of
sport or phys I caT 21CtiVTtr_? <schoo I gov., c l ubs 1 etc.)
I)
2)
3)

4)

0 times
1-2 ti me s

3-4 times
above 4 times
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22. How many out-of-schoo I I c;:~der5h I p posItions have you he I d outside of
spor!_ £!:_ pt;y"s TealaciTv it·v? ( c I ubs, church groups, etc.)
I)
2)

3)
4)

0 times
1-2 times
3-4 times

above 4 times

23. In how many interscholastic sports have you officiated or been a referee?
I>

0

2)
3)

I
2

4)

3

5)

~bove

3

24. How rMt'lY years did you take physJcaJ education classes In
school?

your~

I> 0
2)

J

3)
4)
5)

2
3
4

25. How many times per week did you have physical education classes?
I)

0

2)
3)

I
2

4)
5)

3
4

5)

5

26. How many Interscholastic sports did you participate In ln high school?
I)

2)
3)
4)
5)

0 sports
I ~port

2 different sports
3 different sports
4 or more sports

27. Of grades 9-12, hmv- many of Them dld you participate In at least one
Interschol astic sport?
I)
2)
3)

0
I
2

4)

3

5)

4

(f)
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38. How do your parents (guardians) feel about your choice of physical
education as a major?
f)

2)
3)
4)
5)

Strongiy approve
Mi Idly approve
Are Indifferent
Mildly disapprove
Strongly disapprove

39. How Important Is Jt to your parents that you complete your col lege
education?
f)

2)
3)
4)

Not Important
Somewhat important
Quite Important
Extremely Important

40. How Important to you is a col lege education for achieving success In life?
I)
2)
3)
4)

Not Important
Somewhat Important
Quite Important
E"tre m~ Iy i mportan·r

41. For your own personal satisfaction, how Important Is ft for you to excel
in the courses you take:
I)
2)
3)
4)

Not Important
Somewhat important
Quite Important
Ex-tremely Important

42. How many books (of any type) have you read this past year?
those assigne d for class work)
::)

0-1 book

2)

2-4 boo ks
5-7 bcol' s
8-10 bool<.s
over 10

3)
4)

5)

43. On the average_ how many hours do you study per
I)
2)
3)
4)

5)

0
J

2
3
4 or more

week-~?

{Exclude
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What Is your Tnterest fn each of the following extracurrfcurar actfvftles
hero at SDSU? (for questions 44-53) ~- ~)your response. Not Interested

I r~rtlcfpa~e
but not actively

participate
actively

44. Religious activities

2

3

45. Ethnic, cultural, or
racial org~nlzatlons

2

3

46. Student government

2

3

47. Journal ism or I iterary
activities
48. Debating, drama, or
publ!c speaking

2

3

2

3

49. Athleti cs - Intercollegiate
or Intramural

2

3

2

3

2

3

52. Mustc (band, orchestra. or
chorus, etc. )

2

3

53. Partying

2

3

50. Professional, educatfonal,
or honor societies
51. School socJ~I activities
(Hobo Day Comm., etc.)

54. Of the ex~onses you have had here at SDSU, what percentage of them have
you paid for through your own earnings?
J)

O%

2)
3)
4)
5)

1-24%
25-49%
50-74%
75-99%

6)

tOO%

In deciding to go to col lege, how lm ortant to you was each of the following
reasons? (for questions 55-63) Circle your response.
Highly
Important
55. Could not find a job
56. ~/anted to get a\tay from home
57. \~an t ed to get a better job
58. W<:~nted a general education

59. To prepare myself for a career
60. There was nothing better to do
61. To le~rn rnore about things that
Interest me
62. To meet new and Interesting
people
63. To propare myself for graduate
or proicsslonol school

Of some
Importance

Little or no
Importance

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

.I

2

3

I

2

;s

2

3

2

3

2

3
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64. What have been your prevfous maJors Cff any) from most recent to least
recent?
I. most recent

2.

-----

3.
4.

65. When did you decide on majoring In physical education?
J)

2)
3)
4)

6th grade or tower
7-9th grade
I0-12th grade
In co I I ege

66. What was the time Interval between when the Idea first entered your
mind to major In physical education and when you finally decided?
I) less than I month
2) less than I year
3) 1-2 years
4)

5)

2-4 years
over 4 years

67. What are your career plnns
2)
3)
4)
5)

Teaching
Coaching
Teacher/coach
Grad study
Don't know

6)

o·t h£.r :

·I)

im~dfately

68. At what level would this position be?
I)

2>
3)
~ ')

69.

following graduation?

(Referring to question 67)

Elementary
JH or SH school
Col lege level
Does not app I y

How long do you thfnl~ you wll I be in the physical education profession
after your graduate?
f)

2)
3)
4)

5)

I won't be In the profession
1-5 years

5-10 years
I I - I 5 yea r s
over 15 years

70. Which of the following life patterns would you prefer 3-5 years from now?
I)

2)

Single
Married
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11. What do you expect wllf be your occupation or profession when you reach
the peak of your career?
I>
2)

3)
4)

5)

Teaching
Coaching
Teachlng/coach Tng
Teaching/resea rch
Other:

72. At \'!hat I eve I w ou I d th Is pos It I on be:

f)
2)
3)
4)

5)

Elementary
High school
Sma II co I I ege
Large University
Does not apply

How Important dfd you consider the following reasons when vou selected
physical education as a major? (for questions 73-89).~)your response.
Hfghly
Important
73. Your athletic skill
74. Many job opportunities
75. Your f r·l ends hcve chosen PE
76. There are opportunities for
helping others
77. A love of movement and activity
genera II y .
78. A chanc~ to exercise leadership
79. It Is an easler course of study
to take than most others
80. Chance to be creative and original
81. Ensures me a secure, st~ble
future
82. ~lou I d rather work with peop 1e
than things
83. Would give me social status
and pres+ige
84. Pt-ovlde me with adventure
85. ln!me dlate family member In PE
86. Iml'n ed i ate fam i Iy member t n
te:achlng
87. Like working with youth
88. Ll ke to teach In a· c Iass room
89. Other:

I
I
I
I

Of some

Importance

Little or no
Importance

2

3

2

3

2
2

3
3

2

3

2
2

3
3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2
2

3
3
3

2
2

2
2

3
3
3

90. From the above I 1st~ which did you consider to be the most important
when you chose physical education as a m~jor?
Number----
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How fmpori·ar.t were each of the following In fnfluencfng your choke of
physical education (ihr~~i.!l t<Jiking with you, by 1-hclr example, or· ~thatever)

(For questions 91-102) ~~your response.
Highly
Important

91. Father
92. Mother

I

93. Brother(s)

94. Slster(s)

Of some

Importance

Ltttl c or no
Importance

2

3

2

3

I

2

3

~

2

3

95. Other r·e I at f ve

2

3

96.

2

3

97. Female friend(s)

2

3

98. Coach or PE teacher
99. Classroom teacher(s)

2

3

2

3

100. School counselor

2

3

101. Coli ege teacher(s)
102. Other:

2

3

2

3

~·1a

Ie f

r fend ( s)

J 03. \•ih I ch

of the above peop I e Influenced you most In your cho Jce of
physTcal education?

104. Which of the following are, or were, athletes?
I)

2)
3)
4)
~)

6)

7)
8)
9)
10)
II)

12)

~your

Father
Mother
Brother(s)
Slster(s)
Other relative
Male frlcnd(s)
Female friend(~)
Coach or Physical Education teacher
Classroom teacher(s)
School counselor
Col lege teacher(s)
Other:

105. Old you participate In sports and active games as
I)

2)
3)
4)

Yes, at least once a week
Yes, about once a month
Yes, but less frequently than once a month
No, we didn't

a famJ

ly?

response.
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106. What Is the major occupation of your father?
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
II)
12)
13)
14)

15)
16)

17)
18)
19)
20)

21)

22)

Artist, entertainer, athlete
Clerical (secretary, bO<Jkkeeper, teller, clerk, etc.)
Farm owner or manager
Administrator (includes hopsitaf, educational, etc.)
Homemaker
Machine operator
Business owner or manager
Executive in an organization (Industry, bank, dept. store, etc.)
Heulth profession
Clergy
Journa I f sm
Law
Social work, other helping professions
Engineering, architecture
Physical sciences
Teaching
Protective services {firefighter, pollee, Armed Forces, etc.)
Sa I es
Service worker (taxi driver, walter(tress), custodial, etc.)
Ski I led craftsman, wcman (mechanic, carpenter, electrician,
repairman, etc.)
Laborer (construct Jon, mr n I ng, farm f ng, etc.>
Other

107. What is the major occupation of your mother?

Number----

Other:

108. What is the highest level of education attained by your father?
I)

2)
3)
~)

5)
6)

7)
8)
9)

no forma I schoo I f ng
elementary school
so~e high school
completed hi gh school
business, mechanical, or trade school
some university - no degree completed
Bachelor's d8gree
fv1aster' s or Doctora I degree
Other:

109. What Is the

hlgh ~ st

level of education attained by your mother?

(use above list)
Number - - - - -

Thank you for taking the time to cQmplete this questionnaire! If you have
any comnv;: nts, fe e I f rec to express them on the ·at·tachcd b Ia nk sheet.
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The ACT lnt\;rest lnv0ntory
Coll• ·qe p lanntr·g u SlLl lly rnvolv t~S c ' lr et~ r pl ,l :tllllhJ Yo ur sccr.• s on
ltle AC r Interes t l :w~ r: tvry w oli !>u <J ' l' !'-l Pdul .. lti (J!O,I I prvgra <' lS and
occupdt •on s you m .lf w .1nt to con s11JfH -- C<lr Per o pt tl' ns y:Ju rn:Jy not
oth e rw •s •~ h.tve c ons•cer~a

Cil;tr b Or q r.tptlS

41 .

~1.-l.k l ~

42.

Grtnd len se-; to r

43.

W:Jr·k

~yegi,\S Se s

11 1 <1 s,: 1~n c ~

l;tlJ

44 . Cump()St.: o r Jrr:l nge m ustr.
45. Ht: <p fr •en rJs w1t h tn etr oroblems

Directions

46. Condu c t b ustness oy t)hone

P I(:JSP. :nd•C:11 {; ho w m.~ch

·t·:•.,

w :1 •t'C: i•kl' (! rJ• ' "J t•.tcn o f t~w :~cttv • t• t~ s

I1 Sff)d ht_•lQ 1N \ :1. trK ,-i, r ...;::; p ...;'1 L·o:· it) lr1 (l ( f i'.J 1 ~Y l' '• t"l fl 1t Vl)ll i:UI? U f 1C ~ 1 ft.:un
ho~ 'f 0U ft"t:l .:HJ, ' .t t . ~ ~ · 1r ·.;, ,;t 1r :. fl ... ~, .. , you w, llli r 1 lik~ !)r d islike an
a.C[I'IIty r .l H lC !' U"\.1''1 'tf./h t· : ~ (~ f 'f ~)ll

; .;,_.._,

:n,:

d! ; : t li: '/

to ao tr

For each quest1on c11oos e ,)'le of :l te ,)n;:;wers from the sc.:11e below
and ·mark th e co rn·sc·Jn otng ~;o tter c•n r •I :,J •! 2 of y:.Jur Un•vcrsai Answer
Folder. Try to ar.swer like or d islik e to as :nany t..I U '"~tlon s as pos stbl e .

. ... . . . . . . .. ... D
I wou !d dislike do ing tr11 s act ,vrty
I
I arn indifferent •.d ot'l t care one way or the other)
.. . ... . . . .. .... L
I would like o:loi ng thrs acttvtty

47 . Operat e an lt:H-1 macntne
48.

Rt•ad

rn~tcrs

!or a gas or

f:l .-~ ..:tnc:

com pa ny

49. St u dy b•olo'.)y
SO. Sketch ano dr aw ptctures

51. G tvc legal advtce to the poor
52. M ake bustness tnp s
53. Make out tncome tax returns
54.

Ftx a toy

1. Vtslt a sctenc e museum

55. Use a mrcroscope or ot her tab eqlttpment

2. Play Jazz rn a comoo
3. Help set tle an arg umen t betw een fnends

56.

Prepare drawt ngs to tllustrate a maga z.ne story

57.
58.
59.
60.

Help resc ue som,;>one 1n danger

4.

Prom ote tl"te opentrtg of a n ew shopp 1ng center

5. Take tnven:ory tn a store
6. Run a lawn mower
7 . Study the effects of vrt am tns on an rmal s
8. Compose theme mus1c to r mov•es
9. Be the lead er of a group or soc tal c lub

10. Manage ·a small bus tness
11. Sort . count . and store suppltes
12. Package meat •n a grocery store
13. In vent new food suost ttutes
14.

Assume lcadersh •P 1n a busmess or company
Set up a bookkeeptng system
Bu ild furnrture

61 . Read books or magaz tnes about new sc1ent 1ftc findings
62. Work on your own as a, art •st
63.

Take pa r: in a small group drscuss1on

64.

Run a hotel or motel

65.

Find err ors tn a ftnanctal account

66. Ftx shoes
&7. • Read aoout the orrgin of the e>uth . sun. and stars
68. Wrrt e cr it tca l re111ews of Broadway plays

Wrrte a m avt e sc r:ot

15. Exp lain legal an d c tv!l nghts to peop le

69.

1G.

P!an w o ri< for other peop ie

70. Sell appliances

17.

Ba la nce a ch eci<book

Counse l people .;stng drugs

71 . Look for errors tn the draft of a report

18. Pump gas 1n a ser v• ce statron
19. Determ ine the or:g •n of rock forma ti ons

72. Watch for forest ft res

20. Make creat111e photographs

73.

Learn to use an electron mrcroscope

74.

Destgn a metal sculpture

21. G ive ftrst ard to an •ntured person
22. Wo rk for a consumer protectiOn agency

75.

Teach people a new hobby

76.

Campatgn for a poltttca l off1ce

23.

77. Wrtte pa yroll checks

Figu re sh1pp1ng cost s tor catalog order s

Rcpatr damage to a tree after a storm

?1 . Engrave lett er•ng or des1gns o n a trophy or p laq ue

78.

25 .

Learn about star tormat•ons

79. Measure chem tcal s •n a test tube

26.

Selec t mus•c to p lay tor a local rad10 stat ron

80. Draw cartoons

27 .

Teach so c ral stuC •e s rn a 2-year co llege

28 .

lnterv•ew worker s abou t compan y complatnts

81 .

Teach h ign school courses

29.

Sou n t and sort money

82.

Work on a ctty c ou nc tl

30. B utl d a picture frame

83. ·calc ul ate the i nterest on a loan
84 . Do mecham cal oraw tngs

31 . Study plant d •s eases

85 . LeMn how t ne bra •n w o rks

32 . Wnte short stones

86 .

33. Help peoole

Clu r~ng

emerqenc•e s

34.

Man.:~ge

35.

Keep expense account rec orc s

a ne w sa les camoa .g n

36.

D n11e a b us

37 .
38.

Stud y ch~rn•stry
Read about the w rt!tng style of modern authors
~ch col

39.

Teach ·h1gn

40.

Htre a person for a jOb

Play tn a oand

87. Be a counse lor
88.

Sett le •nsurance clarm s

89. Use a comp u ter
90. Rtvet sheet meta! o r leathe r

students
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Th e S tt:<.l t1 r1 t Pr o t d ·~ s,.':.:.t i 0 '1 ;~...,,~ Jh ) t! f o r •ntu r ; r l, li ~. Hl ..~ t~ ...li Jt your
or . t l! (t l :._; !::; , 'l t'• t• 'J -:' :,r :..J p l:i n :; It IS ch.•c; l (j !i l :l ! t :) r w•r p you

9

b J(~: qr ·:· Ul\ L~.
.1 ~; ..'~ ~

tt·ll'h-.

yo ;JT

lnf o r r l' ~ : l. o n

t""'.~ u L·· :t ri._· 'l, , l

T ;,_, : ~: r ·

1! 1

_, l i::1 :o t lo :' p (..l_,i:t· J •·s

1 l t.t·.-,• :;,•rv"d or
fc, r.; t' S.

on r.lCI.Ji · e t hnrc t ~1CI". ~. r O :..J ll ~1. n :l t• v'~ ' ~1P 9 "t ! .. ; ~: . f!l.:lrltJI

S fctl :JS . fl: !~ q O L! ~ rr l.'!t ; r,..! nCr-1 . ,1 11..1 t · ·'t!.. t L.t l !.k ;. tnlil(y 1:. rt: •,. ,,,; ...
1

1

1

Onl y t O

1

:~:~:::~: ::·;~~ ;r-.;~',;';~~:~;~, :;~·~"~ :~ .:: .~·.: ;~ ~·r .' ,:; ;·;~ ':'.~. r~:;;;:; ~ r~-~~'.' ,;t ,·~ ~.:~·t~ .;lr ~ ~~~

Eti ucalional Plans, Interests. and Needs

8C Si../ ;"'2 ll h~· f:-l tur tn ,,: 0 1) 'y' Ll U pr ~:·: : ~ ~ !S 3 S ~h.:C ur ~ }~ t) d! o•J t: L''i,t li t:!<! ClS

P CJS!i ibl t". t'\ t. 'C .. lu ~ c 1t ·.•.-. 1! t '~· ~ ~ ~·- ' : :'1 ":~r H." dS '"-' ·P.' ':

C:.) dege r. : :1r

u; • rr nlly sr! rv:ng on acttve J u ty w ot h ltv:

.~rn

; n1'1 t.1 r y

ftlt:• r

L:S ·""'~

y o :..:; /'.C 1 i\ ;1.:: •_! ::

f- o r (- Y . tn 1 ~· ~:

Ttw !! :; ;r.o; li1 t! 11s section
nee:Js

a

tron far ndr;1 1 3:..~ • o'1 : H"H) rnf ,) r rn .._if, ~"" ' i W'), ll •j

•:1t<H!:'5 1S ,

and

Ui• ':1 bt."\cv r. •'.! j.J c~ rt o f y0 u r

baste ret:ord o t th 0 ~ o L ~1g·: .t"n c~ s ·.!ll J!j s..:: ti ol ~ irsr ~ I P ;1r '-\~ ' ~ !'"':'1~ ~ 1 1 : 1y rH~· t•d
yo ur ar .::.wl': :> to ccrta!n SFS qu e'>t :on::. ·n o rder t•) cuno;,;kr 'f:>U for an
award.
Mark your a~1~..., e rs tD t he SP ~:; :• r' O ·:l ·J :~ 2 cf yo u r Uni·.-cr;;a . Answer
Fol;j cr . A:t t.ougt1 Y'J U "'i:! Y Sf.l ~· 2 f'y q .,,·: <;t :O:l tl' il t you W I !OO t '.V I $h to
answe r . ACT c an prov•Je c o: . ·.· ~··s ,., til t tl ::; r::ost <;o:n pl cto pr of ,!e of
you only if you "''SW:cr .a~e ry q ut:: st:o n .

Admis~ions/Enro:tment

ds a' •.v •t rt yo'"r spec •al p lans .

•: d u·;:; ;• o n<~l

.: · n c~~ t !-"' ~ ~"" r " ·. ~! ''"' ', :1 ·.. y ..:.~, ,. C1 ~ C' 1 !C 3 -·

'liej or

~nd

Occupalionai Cho.ce

F c r c-acn G' ;1"l st .·.J n . e .~ a nl 1r. r:.- PH~ l :s t o f rn;qo!"s on t n 1J r , t:·~ ! PC1S!? t hat
t-\;9 ,-·s \'v:n ·- i1'..,illb ·! ' 1UoJ ~ :~ J ends =..."!!1"1 fillfnt·er J i'f) · /.t 'l t;r y ·J :: r~n : c
th<; :r· r•,"1 ... ~n ·.- ou r .J r!sv-.ers. ~ ! ·~. !s e t ,;,,r;•. e :-~ tn c 11p p rop r • .1 ~~ Gv . .ll -: ~ n you r
a ns •.·;~:u f o i~er .

Smc ~ v:·~ c o..:l d not l•st al l p o.>>•h' e o :;cupatton~ ar.d nrog:a:ns o f S!:Jdy .
ye>u :•·-'Y not be a b le to l on-:1 an e>.a.:t ne sc nptt .' Jn o f t tl~ c·~ •< Y0 c! p lan to
t: n te :. II tt•,:; t :s so you r~uy c r. c, ,) se il gene r.'l are il ·- t;:, r e x'l r.•c :"!. 100
{A r, , :cu• : u ral i'•~'ds). 200 \[r..: ;,n ue r t! lQ r.e ics). 220 {F•ne ana ;ppiled
Arts ).

lnfcrfilation

~.;nd.oc•c..icd abou! your an!.wer to any of the
fo :t owing tn:ee ql.i<:st•ons , ma ril 000.

.II yo u ar.:: completely

1.

I plan to enroll as

a

lu!l-t •me st udent .
part-t:me Sll... oc:nt

1

.2

2. I plan to att e:na c lasses pnm ari!y durrng the
day .. .. .. . ·..... . . . . ...
. ..... .. 1
evenrng ......... . . .. . .. . . .. ......... . ......... 2

-..:aiiu a;y: F e~)i uc:l rt i J .j2 . .. . ...... . ......... . .. 0

11 .

Whtcr. prc>gram of stu d"f do you p lan to enter?

12.

What is your f •rst cho•ce of occupatton (vocation)'

13.

~-~any r ~ op l e cons :oer r ' 0re th an one occupa\l o n or voc:Jtton .
V>nat rs your sec ond ch o: ce?

14.

How su;e are you aoou t Y•Jur C. tJrr;:>nt chorea ot pra 9 ram of study?
I am very cur'! . . . ... . .... . .. .. . . . . ............ 1
I am fc. ir!y sure .. .. . . .. . .. . ... . . . .... . .. . . ..... 2
I am not sur'.! . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . . . . . ...... . 3

r-.4 arc h / ..\pr 'l 1(l>J 2 ...
M c.y/ Ju nc/ J u:y 1532
. . ....... ... 2
Au aust ' S<C~·temne r; Oc:•J DC'r 19B2 . .. . .... •. . .. . 3

N o~·er.1 c '?r.' D~cento: r 1~ ·J2

. . .. . . .. ..•.

. ... 4

Ja nu ar y Feruu J t 'i ~ 9::3 . .
..•. .. .... ... .
,.' ar::h.' A ;:Jrii '9S:J . .
. .. .
May/ June 'J u ly 1 S23
. . . . . . . .. . .....
A u o u~ : ; s ~ r ;:t: rn t~ e-~ C·.:: (...-t. e r 19~ 3 . ... . . . .. . . .
I am cu r ren t.y t•nroit eci •n c c.!e ~w . . .

<~r<:.' ycu abou: rour lirst occupationa l chotc e'
I am very sure
. . ....... ... . . ... . .. 1
I am fairl y &uri! ..
. .. . ........... . •.. . 2
I am n<>l sllrP. . . .
. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 3

15. How s ure

5
()
7
8
9

16.
4.

5.

Upon <:n tering co'l e ge. I p ian ~o l:ve in
re stdt? .iCC ha ! ~
. . ..
ofl- campu s roo:n or apC\rtrnent or own home . ..
p aren :s · or r~ lat• ~ c · s r.o rn·J . . . . . . .. . . ~ . .. . . . ....
married stucent ho;.; s,n ~ . . .. . . . ..... . . . . . .... .
fraternrty or soro r:t y .
. .. . ......... . ....
~~

·, current manta! status rs
un ma rri ed . .
mar ned . . .

Use th e re.;po n:. es below to

Yes . apoi ie:s to me .
No . d oes net app:y to

6.

Vocattonai or tecnn tcal p rogram
(less tnan 2 years ) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Two -y e3r c o ll eg e d'3 g ree . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bac.hel u rs degree
................ .
One or 2 ye;]rs of graduate st udy ·

1

2
3
4

5

(MA. MdA. e tc 1 . .

Prul css •on a l leve:• c" ~ ·ee
{PhD . MO . LL B . jo . etc)
Other

.. . .... " . ... .. 1

..2
17 .

a :< sw~ r

all t r,e 1tems in t hrs gro t•p .

10- 14 ( DtoC-l
1 5-1 9 (C- t o C)
2 0-2 .4 1C t o f3- J.

.... N

25· 29 ! u - t.)8). .

I am a UrHted States c. •t •zcn

3 .0 -3<1 :o to 8- l
3 3· .:: 0 (1\ - to A; .
18

Many

r o llo · ~J<·<; m a ~e

s::>U(.iill ;:> nY• ·" -:·n S o r of l pr ornorams ! · or sturlP. :l lS
v 1 rt h C•! •l -lrr, ! 1 ~ ~ S o f p l : 1 :::-1"',! 1 J '",<! ~ . •• : :.::-_: 1 t' 1. fo ii O"h'I' IG 1 t•:: r, {) r _;v ,,J ,: S
c olh.·.:r ·J s \"' ·:n a w ay t :J co r ·~~~~.... :· , .. :, ·· ..,,. · " f.J ' V :c,-·(" ! t·h.• ~ ·l :· ; :·n r :; c. r ou l
tt i('SI.J ~r Cnt tji:J fl [. --t : ,.J l) r · ~t~f ~d "'1~ (.-:,, ·~·~ •! S n ltvc · tr: ri iC. ..J: ~ d tv J!.C r t1Utt
your r e..: ;: ~·ns t" 'It·; ' : 'J u -:c·t: u ··11 '/ ~ - .. , : ""1 .-; D'..t'T)·J ~·~
a

I h;J\" '~ ,1 p ~ ySIC,.) ! h ~H) Cl l(. ,,, , or ()•Si! ~~dJ ty t:i c-t t ll' .J Y r P •. l .JI :- ·~
pr CJ v P;: v r , ~ r) r ~f]r v· 1.:.e s

!r un·, t r. e

c.1i lt: ~t"~

speCi a l

3

.. 4

.5
.6

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
. ... . . . .... . . . . .
. . . .. . . ........
. .. .. . . . .. •. ...

or

r.-17 !trst

1
2
3
4

.o
. .. 6
.. 7

t a .n :~ ! ues ~cd •r : ;):l'1 :r. :': tt •nq •n ROTC . ~more . .f.o Cfif11C etc
( ~ e ~.~ r -; ~S" L") ffrt:~ r s Tta,ru .. ,'-J C:o r r ~J

YP.S
f'.<o ..

I .J:i:t: n•J

.. 1 ·
..2
..3

I e:;t : n , ~te m y overal l gri!dP. P O•n1 a \/Nilgl' at the er; J
year tr : cu lle g': .,., ,. : l)e

0 .5-0.9 ( 0- to 0)

... ... . ... . . . . y
m~ .

Wnat is the h ' ghest leve! of ed uca! •on you expect tc c o mplete?

.Y
N
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LIST OF COL.Lt:.:G E MAJOnS AND OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES

:-·.:tj

1Uv .AC:r.tCULTUAE . .,~ , ..,.:,;

HJ 1 ..:-. .r· .· ..,: ....

; i ~ , ~.;::;,•'' • · ... s

~ ·~'1

~ (l :,.

A , : ! · ' .:'~ 1. " .i l L :.t ··, , 1 ,. , •,
1:tJ '' ) ~ _ts · ' . • ! : ? ' ·:.."' ._ J!• l! ~. • .~n,"!. ~~· n,•nt lfarmtnq
d •• Y ra r.\..·;: ,, , 1
!0·1 f ..:; , ·cq:·.._, ,..fl , · r :y~~t ry 1f': 1 V1 · 1t !& · lt~ T':!c hno!o1 S~

c' · : ~
f ·•) "' '' " "'l

of:c••d

C' "'"

a'ld

:_ .. .;

:: 12
L. . J

··.q

c . . :.; -: .: :i:

~~6 :~;~l~.~~r

r· vr ·. ~t t ·:

1 tO

~l ·..;rt ~ '-•' · ' "£1 Orn.:tm~r t~"' · H o t tc. ulrure
~ :t ;,: 1a1 f~ c ~c..... r re·.• •,·\..1'13 -1-? ·T· ~nt f snd

1 11

= ~· ~

il.c..,. ·~ c ~·,:,~J¥

1(·9

conser-

vat H)r, )

c.·

j.

:.g . ~.l r

[r.g t ntterl f •9

[ ·· ::t · l~· ' . ~ ! -· j

·,:, 2~:~;..'~ ~ ')::~:!/.· ~ :;"' ·-: c~t Eng 1t1cenng

2~! ~.. · ·_! :t l: : •:() •·>1 t .v :.j ....~ :, t•~· r , J : s r:.~g•nt-enng
2 : ? M n :n'-] ~:~ ..~ ~..~ • -: (!r:1 l f ' ';" ·""··c r:n.y

2 1J

r J:.,ci •:d r E~~ ':l . n ·~r.r l.1

2 ·. 4 O r: e ...,r. E: ~ g .-~' '' ·)r • nq '
2tS h:tr.:>•t-u :n [ng .r.et:r:r" g

1 :.?3

~? cnn :)l :,~ .i 1
Co <~ ,.,,., , ;.,. , a •1 c H,; ·; oo n,J;
E :1v1ronr .., c r; ~...111 Dt:s•gn ~er>~r a l

Plannong

22U fiNE AND APPLIED ARTS . Cj{, n eral
221 Ap;Jioer:: D~s .,. n ( C~ <.) 'Tlo~S . w eavong,

1?4 lr.!<;r. or D e s:;;n

2!~

COM ~E RCE .

2:10
23 t
23.?
2.13

g er.eral

142 [l~r. kor. ] 3'1d F o na~CP.
14:'\ O .; s · !'lt;~.:; E . . . ~ r.orn!C s
144 8\1:--•r\. 'iS k~ .::tn •c ement a : •d Adm •ntstratton
145 f- :J .'t..i P/.i~ ..._ , :1rorJ
l~ti rl vl.;> l anY r : cs t2~,; r c. n t ~,~:s nii.:;ernt1n t
~Al LJ u.:1r a ·10 1·1~ ustnal q t: ' ut :~~·· -5

i42 :) . ~ :...;(• ' .:: · J~t" ... l: :
14'3 M ar<~ ; , .-,, an<J P .J rc!"'a~ o ng 1 s.Jics and reta thng)
150 R ~a, t~ : at~ a n.J l ns~., r cF'H..:-=:
15 1 R!:!c re :H •'? 'l a n d Tou r ;s rn
152 :><: : reta ro d l Stua ces
153 T ra n!cor:a r.c n an c P'-Jbl •c Utlf•t •es
!'iO COIP•~ IJN ! :: AiiONS .
~

(. ~

...: : . : ~r. d !; $ . .,

£'"""''·;

1b~ P-i3.1 ·o 7 t- . ~ ~~s . o·l 1re1at~u to oroac1c.a s:mg1
1 6J Ad. t:r1 •S •i 1Q

l ti ~

;-; ~,., c-~ ··i-: ~s

t

Cur;, ...

H.. ...,· ~r·:ar·l

lf." .'" ':f-

l_at•n

2 ~• 5

S:;.aru~ r.
Rt.o ~s;aro

236
2·! U

arts;

2.:1

H~AL TH PROfE~SIO~..::;; ,
Dcn~ tS I"Y
o;ss<~ ta nt

243 0-;ro t ~ l H·,..;pen•
244 C'c !'::.l Lilb Te c"nu i.:Jgy

gene ral

echno:og,es

P~..~~·d:·;

Th~r a';) -;

Hc::-alt"

f ' aC. ·YOC y

257 X - ra , Tecr. nology
25~ Su rg •ca1
I echnology

(surgeon ·s

ass cst&nt .

e:L )

2S'l

Velr, <~ n 3r)'

a nd l.> 1s:nLu t ve (ou ca ·

r .r.:n t
~1;3

F:; --.. . ,

::: G5

lnst. :·J tto~..ai

a, ~ i ~! : -

::::r,.: t ~~· ·. ' . ..•·'": :\. ·

;:•:u _.; · ..)n

l· fl ' ;

1.S.1 t.. ~u!••':II :.J.' r C~ Eo u : at• o n

E: ·1 .1 · J" r')'''
t . - r- - ~,.:. ·: 1: E J ,, · ;r r;.
::1 ! S ..... .. . ~..: ~ ) •JC-1! . 'J'":
:,,

: .~ .._:":':. • .:

· .-· --: ·.. · .: ~d " / L ; ..... rt: \) 1\ ~r; "L• ;:J :
,lf ::--. - ~·· H; c.; F JU(...lf · ) 1,

s·.·c

· ~ i· ·~ ·- ·.1·

'..t cJ

'::-~·::'0 : ...

: •; . • : \ f• ·:-.
£'; • ._a .• J ';

3rn F\ .•t- Hc ACJ : .... "'·~trlJt • .J .,
3 \)4 So1.>=1 ! V.'o r ,.,
30~ t.. 1t ll tar'(
SCI~NC£5 .

c c ner .l !

3 11 ~.•- u·,ru poluov
•
31 ~ Ar c·<l S ttnJ,fis : 1\ '';'l~ r t c an CIV1 I1l t1 110 n . Afr 1can
st _ .j : ~ s . As t.C:Hl .s!v~~ ·.: ~ e~r; '
3~<:

f.tt tn! C S:uel•Ps
stuo<CS . etc 1

315
31 6
3 17
316
3 19
3?0
32 I

Ge o;r31J"Y

fs·' ~

c. c,<Jt: 3:Jt 1

(B: a::k

Sl l ><.i •es .

Ch <Cilno

H:st o ry
in:...: rn :J.!Iona! Ret=.: .o n s
L a"' t;:- re •aw)
Po ' <IIC31 s c.e nce
Ps,.ct-:ol c>g y
So:: oolo yy

INOUST;U.I.L.

33::

l.!.;t ..; ni·; :: ; !~

336
33 1
338
319

A wtOI"10bolc

AND

TECHNICAL,

6wu-,· r:. ~ ~:a: ·
l.~ ·,<.: nac\I~S

8u s1ness M-,cn H • ~ ·~1 .il·1:eli a.r~,;e
Carpco nrt a n a C c n ~ : r·..~c t •'.) ~,
Cn d!t1:i g f n.:J •'1 t:t!it•g (l :iJ P i iiC~

340 E e~!, : cc t y a 'ld E:ec !rJ r •: s
:14 1 t:: :-- ·;r"~t?nr.c;; T-ec"'~ .~;·::;,. i v- A ~rC~r. J.;t · c~ l

.34: E "' t; tJi t:C r•ng

';" ec~:·. :_j· :· -: y
1• :·~ y

J "" :.., Er.:-. ·...h.:C .. i:·:g Tc:r.r.
34~

E n g . n ~en ng

· /'

· .;t u rn~ : • \e

·C.-..·,

Tcc hrt ology- l n;J ..;s;r,al ' t.Aanu-

' :; C!l·r.ng
3" 5 Eng ,r. r·er, ng T cc r. n o'O~~y -- ~/.+:•C!ta ~M: a l
3,\6 GraphiC Ar1s ( ::>r: r. t o<og . !) D':'SE' tro;cg )
347 H o avy Eq ·t1;>'T'e rn O i;era{' r ]
348 D>y C l"'orung . lau r.ory a'>() Clo!~•ng Technol ogy
3·19 l r.(lustroal Arts
350 i..ca i '>r:rw or k cng (Sf'>::>e rP.pa or. e:c . )
35 1 1/ .J~ " 'n e ·, o rlo, : to o l a c; J •:l T. etc 1
3S2 ~~as on ry : t, ~ .cK . ce me nt, S{one . etc .)

35 J

Med!Ctnc

2!;0 H OME ECCHOJ.I I CS . c; ~ nera1
;>1) 1 C ':.>l"' ·n :J ,; '· a Tc ~t· o (' S
262 Co,s u-n.;r Econom.cs ar:;, Hvrn e Manag e-

•'= E:. c :J.-- ;..:ro: ; -_r.; E. ::..: ~. ;tt•r; n
P37 lr:v : tr .tJ.: ,. ;rts . ·; c..:L:t t ror ·, a! 1E c: h n •ca l

~ ~

a -:!) H-:-!.. . ~- :; ·. •n N'd n .1g -:a-n.:-n t

.. ta:·,-:cr ( 1'1 9

r.~~

3~.1 p ,,_, ,.,wng an':l P , ~!. ttcng
355 A -t ·:J•o ' TV R e ::>J •r

[!"(_t' $ t: ( O:'! lo<..rt t • U ~'

~3

r .·; i<s

O €"~Cidl

[:l'ltr o ,~e f" ta : Hea ith ·;
U ~ d•t: : rt~
2~7 t.L~::,.:al /,ss•s!a "lt ·Jr M-::d •~ a ! GH :ce ASSt! ~ ~ a n(
2~ 8 ~"!J : .. a l 0 r L...a:..or~ t ory i~ -:n r· o ~ vgy
~49 "J :.., rs tr. ~ · r ~~ · 'St•!n:d i
2.:-0 N._• r::;;.r·:.; ,:• c -~~ - .;e-= ~r? c: . r, a i rt ·.Jr s e )
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27

I n eed
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fl .1 c. •O · l \'

Frat\.' r.• •ty o r so r:Jroly

54 .

S;_;,·r.o l l· mt.: rest grou p s (Skr club , sa il ing club . fudo c lub , card
sec110 n . u ri! ! teams . etC ./

55.

C.1 ;np ~ s

o r commun tty Stl : v•c~ vr\1dnoza!IQns

111 lf11=' :o·"n9 rn y s:u:.Jy :. •.!1 !5

23

i r.ced ~1 c lp 1:1 . ; ~ : ~rOv •n;J

24 .

I wo uld 111-.e p('• so na ! co un s,-l• n'J

nl)i

n- ." ii"ICn •J IIC<JI :O i<- l l!s.

Financial A!d

The ne ll! que:; t 1ons (2 5 -391 r e• .1te ~ o src c.: 1a: c o ih:·ge pro\.j ra m s d e:; 1g ned
fo r students w ho v. an • anc arc .:c ! •~ to p :: r s u ·~ aciio.:·rqrc wor i< o t an
en n ch ed o ..

~·:h ::; c orcpn 1 ~at•ons

vr

53
t1Ct: l1 ,h.:l ;; 111 t " ~ · rt: :.. s · ~~~ n1y l Ot ::.. ~ 1n vv n t1 n ~ .

20

a cc ~ L~~ r 3t £?(;

The nell! f •J ur questi0'1S asl\ for •n fc rm a!10n about fi ":Hlr. !n g y o ur
collegr cdu c :~t :on, w ~11 ch ·n dl be IJS e fu l !O co l; ege f.nan c •a! a1d 'Jft• <.:c rs .
Use the re spo n ~ ~.:s beio w to an sw e 1 1tcrns 56·57 .

n a : u !t? . r:·'e ase re :ip o nd Y 0 1 N to e ijc /1 : t~ m .

Yes . I arn iP:,:rcsl !.' oJ 3'1 0 wou l d l1 ':e
to be co .....s'G-'red . . .
. ........ . . . .... Y
No . I am n ot In te rested
.. . .. .. ... . . ... . N

26

l n tr ~t::l u rttt d thi ~tlcs

52

r. r.•~ o~ · ~·~ y t J n"•.! . .

19 . I n<•e•j l k'IP G• !C·d ·n 9 e n rn ·; ("J <oC.l t · .~· n a ! an d voc ·l t o0 nil l plar os.

25

R ac ~;ll

49.

51 . Pol:t.c rl' vrg :1 n1 tat ions

il ;'pl ,c:; to :n P ..

,\i o . ~.h ..' t:

48

Yes, appiies to me ... . .. . ...... .. .. . .. . . . . . . ... Y
No. d oe s not apply to me .. . .. . ... . . . . • . . ... . . N

lnde f)enG <' nl 3 L J :l ~ i o ~J ro rra m ot s LJ dy w 1H1 tOPI CS c11ose n by trH:'
stu de n t . <~pp • ,J':.: · .; b:; t ~ 1 c ccL !.'g e a•, d ~ u per ·"• s ec by a pr o fes sor,
often port of il ~ • n o n o r.s r rogra m) ·

55 . I ellpect t o .:> p pl y for

f1 ~ anc1al

aic to help meet cottege eApc- nses.

57 . I el(pect to work while attending college and wou ld

Fre3h ma n h0 i"'v' s c o u r :~ es (de s.gne d to c t1 alle nge acaoemiC311y
superior students)

l i~,~l

58.

27. Study m a fore: g n c oun t r y duri ng undergraduate years in college

About how many hours per weeK do you plan to work dur1ng your
fir~t yl!ar of co :iege?

28. Advanced p :3c erne nt in Eng l: sh

None . .... . ... .. .... .... • .• .... . .• . .. . . •. . .. .. 1

29. Adva 'l c eo p 1ac emen t in mat hematiCS

1-10 ..... .. . . ..... . . . .. ... .. . . . . ... . . ....... . . 2
11-20 . . ... . . . ... ... . . ... . . .. ...... . .... . . . ... . 3
21-3G ... . .. .... ...... . .. . . .. . .. . . . . ........ . .. 4

30

Advanced p lac emen t 1n soc1a l stud •e s

31 . Adva nced

p ! ar.e rn ~:- r. t

in na t ura i sc1&nces

3?

~ i :;.;. (:nll' r•t

1n French

Ad11anced

33.

Advanceo p1 :ic eme m .n German

34

Advanced p lacerT.ent on Span1sh

35

AdvancP.d p1acer nent •n o tner languag e

31 or mor~ .. .. . . .• .....•.... . ; . .. .. •.. . .•..... 5
59 .

37

111

To plan fil"1anc ia! 3id progr~rn s fer t:!r"! n r i ,~ ~ tl.td :' "'!t :S . Ci:>' 'c t;::rs
need to kr.ow the flnanc iai b acl.g rcu nd cf tr•e •r st-.;c e:-1:3. P..} a::e
estim<~te as accuratP.Iy as possi b le your fam ily 's income. (lnd1cate
total income b•: !ore taxes .)
Le!>s than ~3 . 000 . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . ....... .. . . . 0
$3 .000 to 5 5 , 9~ ;; ...... .. .... . . .. . . . .. . ... . . .. . . 1
S6 .00C t:: S7 ~9 ~ . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . ... 2
$7.500 tv ~8 . 393. .
. .. .. . . .. . . . . ..... . 3

Some coliegas al!uw st u den ts to rece 111e c r ed 1t for c .:>r ta•n c ourses
thro ugt1 th :: use of su-x: al :est •ng ?roc edur e s lndo c ate in wl 11c h
!> UbJ ~ C t
.;r ~a s
y•,:.u wou: J tJe 1 nt e~esteo 1n c b l a•n ,ng crec1 t b y
l';: :o m in il t ior: .

36. Cred1t b y el1am1 n <H 10n

ht:dp in

fmd 1 n~ t: m ~ l oyment .

S9 .1JGr) tc ~~ 1 S:J J ... . ...... . . . . . . . .... .. .. .. ... 4
S12 .C0J ;c. S .4 .-99 9 .... . .. . . . ..... .. ..... . .. . . .. 5
$1!J .OOO to S13 .9:t9 ......... . . . . . . . ... .. . . ... .. . 6
$20 .000 and over . . . .
. : . ... . . . . . ..... 7

Engl1:.h

I cons•der th os 1nformation confid:!nt ial ... .... . . 8

Cred•t by exam •r.a:•on 1n rna th c- :na: ,c s

38. Credit by exam1 n at1 o n m soc1a1 studoes

39. Cred :t by exam in at :on 1n

natu~al sc1e n ces

Background Information
Items 50-65 requP st i nformJt ion about y o u and you.r far1 il y

Coile:ge
Th~

ne xt

Extrn ::: u~r i cu!3r

o· ;e st • ~"':"'S : .:: ·~·· G5l

in ai c..o il o·; ;e

P !t.~.::l s. F:

Plans

11st st ud en t ac t •>• t •e s yo u may be

rt:-.:..p0n el Y o r N to e::Jc t ;

Yes . I 00 p ,;.;1 tO p?or! I;.;I PCi te . . . . .
N o. I do roo t p oan to pa r:1c •pn te
40 .

60. W hich ol th .- fo! Jo w ong be st d es c r: b <'S t h ~ comm u n l!'f on wr.1ch y ou
live?
Farm or opC; n country . . .
. . ...... .. . .... 1
Town or ci ty c.t.
les s th aro 500 ropulat 10n . . ....... . . . .... . .. . 2
SC 0-1 . ~ J9 . . . .
. . . ... .... . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. 3

i nter~ st ed

l t t! fT I.

..Y
..... . .. . . . N

·-; o; J o - ~· ~ :n .

10 r.ll:' -4::; 9::< J

lr·st r LfT1e:1 1:l l ll'USI C

5 0 . 0 ·.1D-2 -~ 3 ~ 9 ~

41 .

Vo c<~ l

4~.

St ! ~

43.

P,;Lii c a:o on ~ i " " ''•.>~Jper . yea r l> oo ~ . li t::: ra r y

45

Dcpann .c n ta !

46 .

Dram,l t.C :l . t hr;:: te r

m usic

? ~0 r :·:l') . .! ?J ? ~St

_; ·.:--:t g o v··: tnrr·-..: r. t

. . . . . ... . .. . ... .. 4

.. 5
. . . . .. . . .. . • . ...... . . . . . .... . . 6

50u .OJJ<r•:! .0:.9
M e re t h an 1 rn 11!1 0n

mag<tz1ne)

c 1 ..,~. ,

5

· .7
.... 8
. . . .. .... . .. . .. . .. 9

175

61

N o nt!

O nt>.
Tw :J
T t ~ rr....' ~.!

... 0
1
~5

.2

tt ~ ·~

fv:l•) '.h lnr.J typ ~ ut t.c !h~ (]..: .

fJV P ..

. .. 5

S P•
Sev en .

... b

P tJn! •t.. \-: c:·. :· :· l· } c...: :. J :" '~I·w-t· rslty l•l ·Yt < H i
f , r , -. .l ! .._a c ...., r. . ~ t, o r u n• '.'t.. r:;:i t v t4 ,.,. _; r t .
Pu l, :•c.: UJ' " '" 'Jn:t v or j\..:1101 ( .) it.:,}' tl · Y\<·H I
Pnve"lt e ill~ : ,(.; r C(.:!I·..: 'J , ~ 12- ) l!,'t'' .! ..

..7
. .. 8

Voc <: !l 0n .l l·t:cc h :1o C;J I SSilOO I
Sc !10o l o f n urs;ng ..

E•gh t

.. .

. . .... .. . . . . .

.....

N 1n t? o r rt~Or t! . . .

~

~

c:.

I prelo:r t o i' tknd a

lnd • c.~ t .;

yc..J r reolo)'')'• S a fl ol• a ' •o n or p ref e rl!n ce.
A ssem !:J::es o f Go li . . .
. 01
Uilp t•st .
. .. .. ....... . ... 02
SOL: I h.,;rr, Ga c;:t.st
. .•...... . . .. .. 03
C ~l ' L5 t • an f(;,;,c .ol"3 ot C h r •~ tl .
. . . . . . , ... 0-l
Chr isrl iHl f1 e~~m;;e;-.1 . .
. ..... . .. . .... . . . 05
Cnurch o f th e ore:r>re n .
. . .... .. .. .. Oli
Cnurcto of c~-.~ ·s t .
. ... .. . . ... . ......... . 07
Church of God.
. •.......... ()3
Ch u rch cf I h e l aza~ E· n<!
...... . .... . 09
Ep i s~op .3 1 . . .
. .. . . . .. .. ..... . .. . . 10
Fr.e nds
. . .... 11
Jew rs'l .
. ...... .. . . .... 12
Latter-Day Sa or.ts ... . ........... . ............ 13
L '.J tll t> r <~n .
. .. 14
Luthera 'l -M l SSOu ri Synod ...... .. ............ 15
Method •st
. . . ....... . .. . . 16
Af11can Metr..JJ•s: Ep :scopal rAM . E.) .. . . .. . . .. 17
Presby tenan . . . . .
. . ... .. .. ....... 18
Rorr:an C.Jttlol •c . .
. . . ........ . ..... . . 19
Sevt>r.t h Day ,t.-y, .,n t.;:; t.
.. .... . ...... .. .... 20
Ur 11 ted Ch u r c t1 o f Ch r ost .. . . . ... . . . ... . . . .... 21
Ot"1er .. .
. . .. .....•. .. .... 22
None . . . . . . . .
. ...... . ... ... . . . . . . .. 23
I ~-· tc ' cr qot to res p on•J . .
. . . . . . 24

ls Eng •. :;tl t t;e l an g,age ,T.(>s: freq ue :1tly
Yes ....... . .. . .. ........

No .. . ....... ... ...
I rrefer not to re spo nd .

s po~o.en

c.-;,l iC ~Jt!

that ts

1

.... ..
2
, . . • . .. . ... 3

.....

.. 4

In which otat--: d <J yo u p refer to att~:1cl col!eg:! ·J Yo u may md oC81C'
up to fivE.> st a te:; '" orde r o f pref er ~::n cc- Us•! the st<.~t e code !1s t o n
page 1 of your <~ nsm:.> r fo ld '!r .

69.

I prefer to a1t ~ no a c olle g e w•th a max •Mu H1 a.1 nu<tl tu i t•on of (d o
not inciudc ro o ro-1 e~ nd buar~) :
s ~ oo ..

$1 .000 . .
$1 .500 . . .
$7 .000 . . .

. .... . . . . . . . . .. .... . ........

1

. . • .... . ....... .. ... 2
. . ' . ... ..... ' ... .. .. ' .. .. . . . .. 3
. . . . .. .. .•.... . ..•.. . . . ... 4

$2.500 . .. . '.' .. ' .. . ' . .. .. . ... . .. .... ' .. . . .. . .. 5
$3 .000 . . ........ . .. ' ... . . ... . .. . . . . .. ' . ' . . ' . . . 6
$3 .500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... .. 7
$4 ,000 .. ..... . . . . .. . . . . ... . . • . • . . .... ' .. .. . . . . 8
No prefe rence ... . ..... ... ... • .• . .. ...... . . .. .. 9
70 . The size of the stur::len: b o d y of the co !! ege I pr efer to attend is:
Small (under 1.000 stu dt> nt sl......
. . .. 1
Me-drum ( 1,O(;'J to 5 .C:'JO stt.:de:1t s) . . . . . . .
2
large (::. .ouJ :c 10.2()0 stucer ,ts 1
.3
Very :arge ( 10.00':i stu dc r. t::: an::! ·_•-,e:). .. . .. . . ~
In selecting a co lleGe. how •m p:Jrtan t to you are ( W~'P. ) the to!lo wing
f:xtors? Please rank >te m;; 71· 7 7 b y ass •g n >ng a ~ to :;-, err :J s < ~t :lp Cri<"'Jt
o ne. 2 to the npxt ir ,o!:. t •::·,:--0rtant . a nd so n n . Dd fl .'J ~ a~. ~ ~ g n th': s::r;u?
rank to more t~• a n on~ ot:or :<. I f you wrs h !o on11 t o n e c,r rr. o re ::em s. >'OU

may .

m yo vr home?

71.

. . .. .. .. . . . . ..... _. ... Y

Type of rn~ t •t u t 1 0 n ' p r -.· .:;: e. pu bliC . 4- yeor . 2-year j

72 . Ma le/ fe r:nale co r.. posri• o n o f stu.:Je nt body (for c xa'Tlple . all mate.
all femal e . co eou .;at: o r: a l)

. ... . . . . . . . . . N
. .. 0

73 .

Location (state or reg •on )

74 . Tutt10n, cost

76.

Field of study (major . cumcu lum)

65.

77 .

A factor other than tt10se ltsted aoo,-e

75. S •ze of

w~. ' t1 o! tne pn r<:s,· s Oc>luw hest a esc ro bes your rac :a l.' et h n ic
gro u p as g en~r al iy reCC'o:J'1• Zed by your fam ily ana ft~ e n ds?
A f •c-Arrc· r•cdn 5 !A<:k
... 1
A n:er.ca n l nd 1C'I , ,~ . : -: kJ:"': r'-l cn.v~
. . .. .. 2
C~uC ilS • an-A r-..;!r,:;.1:1 '-1/no!e
.3
~1t:· X ' C3n · Arn~ ·-·(; .~.n Ch , Cit:""'O.
. . ..... 4
.t,s ,an·Amt! r•ca:J . P:t ·: •~ ·r: t s : <;roC~r.
.5
6
P uo::rt o Rocan . Cuba n . otner H •sr,an• c o r .g• n

l pc :.- re r.vt " ' rcs;:> :m d

..

68 .

Colle ges often provrde spe c ial educat •onal pr.,gra m s an d ooportun•h eS for slu r:er. ts from pa r:>cu!:!r rac ial o r ethn.c todC Kar c u nd s. The
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